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INLAND EMPIRE 
VOLUME 2, NUMBER 5 
Lockheed officials deny that any link-
age exists between the company's 
planned layoff of as many as 12,000 aero-
space workers in Burbank and Ontario , 
working on military projects, and the very 
sensitive negotiations between Lockheed 
the Air Force and a third party leasing 
agency over the fate of Norton Air Force 
Base, located between Redlands and San 
Bernardino in San Bernardino County. 
The Air Force announced last year it 
would mothball Norton in several years, 
and Lockheed has been avidly pursuing a 
joint-use contract with the Air Force, to 
lease hangar space for the refurbishment 
of older Boeing 747 aircraft. 
Key to the acceptability of this unprec-
edented joint-use contractual agreement 
to the Air Force is seen to be the strictly 
commercial nature of what Lockheed 
wants to do at Norton. The jobs being 
gained at Norton will be commercial air-
craft workers; the jobs being lost at Bur-
bank and Ontario and moved to Marietta, 
Georgia - the new home of Lockheed 
Aeronautical Systems Co. - are military 
aerospace jobs. The two require a differ-
ent skill level and level of training, Lock-
heed officials emphasized. The company 
will scour local community colleges in 
the Redlands-San Bernardino area, look-
ing for trainees. 
If the final stages of negotiations bear 
fruit, Lockheed intends a joint-use agree-
ment extending through 1994 with the Air 
Force. After that, the company looks for-
ward to taking over the en tire facility. 
Please See Page 3 
Governor Deukmejian has signed into 
law a significant transportation bill re-
quiring joint planning and coordination of 
mass transit programs by Los Angeles, 
Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties. It is expected to have a major 
impact on how mass transit is planned 
and operated in the four-county region, 
with an emphasis on rail and bus travel. 
The powerful Transportation Commis-
sions of all four counties must still pass 
the bill in order for it to be adopted, 
which they are expected to do since they 
co-sponsored it. The vote in the State 
Congress was overwhelming, with the 
Senate supporting Senator Robert 
Please See Page 3 
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Water, Water :Everywt:leret Nowhere! 
Prices Definitely Headed Upward For 
Southern California Water Users 
In Santa Barbara, the government is con idering contracting with a Canadian 
firm to build America's largest desalinization plant, to help ease the city's chronic 
water shortage. In Los Angeles, water is being rationed. In Orange County, the 
board of supervisors is drowning over what to do about the water situation. And in 
~e Inland. Empire, the water situation is bubbling on the back burner, ready to boil 
mto prommence. 
Water prices could easily more than double throughout most of Southern Califor-
nia during the 1990s, due to a variety of factors, according to Floyd Wicks, the 
newly-named president of Southern California Water Co. Costs are rising - such 
as that caused by Arizona taking more of its allocation of Colorado River water, 
leaving less for California- and consumers and business users will have to pay. 
"The cost of providing water service will escalate in the 1990s, at a faster pace 
than the rate of inflation," says Wicks. "For example, major new facilities will 
have to be built to adjust for the loss of Colorado River water." 
Maintenance and electric power to operate the groundwater pumps are major ex-
pense items for this investor-owned utility . Just maintaining the 2,7000 miles of 
water mains the company has installed throughout the state costs millions of dol -
lars per year. 
A typical Southern California family of four now pays S 1 to $2 per day for water 
service, Wicks estimates. Whereas water may have only cost $5 per month for a 
family 15 years ago, that same family today may spend $50 to $60, a greater-than-
1000% increase. Water prices in the Inland Empire are estimated to have risen 
about 400% on average over the past several years, with no end in sight. 
"We're not greedy; we're doing all we can to keep prices reasonable," says 
Wicks. "Because we buy roughly half of our supply of water, and pump the rest out 
of the ground, we are partially at the mercy of our suppliers." 
Most of those suppliers which broker water to Southern California Water Co. are 
sub-agencies of the huge Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, one 
of the largest water agencies in the world. It holds great sway over where the com-
pany can operate. 
The company is active throughout much of Southern California, supplying resi-
dential, business and government users of water in parts of Orange, San Bernardi-
no, Los Angeles and Ventura counties. Roughly one million people, or about 1 out 
Please See Page 3 
ONE DOLLAR 
Stinger Missile Demise 
Not Expected To Spell 
Trouble For Rancho 
Cucamonga Plant 
Whatever impact that possible re-
duced orders for the Stinger missile 
may have on employment at General 
Dynamics' Rancho Cucamonga plant, 
will be more than offset by shifting em-
ployees to the Rolling Airframe Missile 
("RAM") beginning later this year, ac-
cording to plant officials. 
Of the roughly 3,500 plant employ-
ees, a small number will be shifted to 
RAM engineering and production in 
late 1990, working toward delivery of 
the first missiles of this model in the 
first half of 1991. General Dynamics 
does not intend to increase employ-
ment at the plant to fulfill to the new 
Navy contract for RAM missiles in the 
short run, according to a spokesman. 
Several factors may decrease the 
number of Stinger missiles turned out 
by the 3.500 employees currently work-
ing. Firstly, the army is reportedly go-
ing to stop ordering and buying shoul-
der-fired versions of the missile and 
launcher , according to "Defense 
News," an authoritative trade publica-
tion. Secondly, the Stinger manufactur-
ing contract will be put out to competi-
tive bid after 1992, and General 
Dynamics will share production of the 
Please See Page 3 
Lama Linda University 
Medical Center Loses 
Full Accreditation 
Stung by the withdrawal of full ac-
creditation by the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Healthcare Organiza-
tions (JCAHO), Lorna Linda University 
Medical Center and the affiliated Com-
munity Hospital have filed their correc-
tive measures with the Commission, 
and are taking steps to amend the dis-
puted documentation procedures which 
lead to the probationary status. 
Accreditation by the JCAHO is vol-
untary, but is considered a hallmark of 
medical quality by the medical com-
munity; certainly for such a prestigious 
institution as the University Medical 
Center. The Medical Center has been 
fully accredited since it opened in the 
mid-1950s, up until the present crisis. 
At issue are no clinical procedures, 
but rather the record-keeping and docu-
mentation techniques used by the Hos-
pital and Medical Center. These insti-
tutions are altering their procedures and 
hiring additional record-keeping person-
Please See Page 3 
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PETER F. DRUCKER , Profe\~or 
The Claremont Graduate Sc h0ol. 197 1 pre~cnt 
We offer the working 
manager two master's 
degrees 
• Executive M.B.A. 





• Advanced Executive 
M.B.A. 
• Ph.D. in Executive 
Management 
Program 
THE PETER F. DRUCKER 
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT CENTER 
For our brochure and class schedule, call 71 4/ 621-8193 
or write the Executive Management Program, The Peter 
F. Drucker Graduate Management Center , The Claremont 
Graduate School, 165 E. Tenth Street, Claremont, CA 
91711-6186. 
The 
Claremont l ~ Graduate 
f1 chool 
Earning Money is 
HafdWorK 
Banking Shouldn't Be! 
Do you think you're getting the same treatment from 
your bank that big companies get? 
Community Bank is aggressively seeking cash cycle, 
capital expenditure credit relationships in the lower-
middle market: 
• Inventory/ Accounts Receivable Financing 
• Production Equipment Loans 
• Physical Plant Expansion Loans 
• Product Development Loans 
• Professional Service Corp. Capitalization 
• Cash Management Services 
we offer the best of both worlds; we're small enough to give you access to 
decision makers and big enough to meet significant needs. 
Courier Se rvice Available 
Call for appointment or plant visitation 
BUSINESS BANKERS 
George Mcfedries 335-9585 Scort Burger 793-7575 
George v ossberg 335-9585 . Hank Battiste 350-0519 
Beth Carlson 881-2323 D1ane Huppman 793-7575 
Hector Gutierrez 881 -2323 
COMMUNITY. BANK 




Assured Page 1 
The Governor signs into law a landmark trans-
portation bi ll which will force the four greater 
L.A. counties to cooperate. 
WATER 
Supplies Pinched, 
Prices to Rise Page 1 
Water prices could easily more than double 
throughout most of Southern California during 
this decade, says the new president of SoCal 
Water Co. 
DEFENSE EMPLOYMENT 
No Layoffs Seen At 
Rancho Cucamonga Plant Page1 
Despite possible army cutbacks on the shoul-
der-fired version on the Stinger Missile, em-
p loyment is expected to remain steady at G-D 
plant. 
HEALTHCARE 
No Danger to Patients, 
Lorna Linda Asserts Page 1 
Lorna Linda University Medical Center takes 
steps to correct condi tions which led to proba-
tionary accreditation, and says patients are 
not endangered. 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
Moreno Valley Beginning 
to Attract Employers Page 4 
Strong demand for office space in the state's 
fas test growing city begins to attract com-
mensurate supply. 
AIR QUALITY 
Checks and Balances 
on the AQMD Page 5 
Air quality watchdog agency now has a 
watchdog of its own - the state legislature. 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
Cost Containment for Small Business 
May Have Arrived Page 6 
New Assembly bill proposes insurance under-
writing reforms and cost-containment methods 
designed to lower health insurance prices. 
GUEST COMMENTARY 
Integrated Monorail Project 
Makes Sense Page 8 
2,000-mile, six-county monorail project on 
1992 ballot would transport freight and solid 
waste, plus passengers, says Craig Henderson. 
ADVERTISING 
Myth of High-Cost 
Blurbs Page 9 
Effective advertising need not be expensive. 
MAY 28- JUNE 271990 
LEISURE 
Palm Springs 
Vintage Grand Prix Page 10 
The fabled race of vintage cars is still on. 
REAL ESTATE 
Turmoil In Commercial/Residential 
Markets Spells Opportunity 
Page 10 
Take the public relations fight directly to the 
consumers, urges real estate consultant. 
Three Prominent Resorts Cater 
to Executive Retreats Page 12 
La Costa Hotel and Spa, The Crescent Hotel, 




Criminal Liability Page 13 
Ontario attorney Russell J. Thomas delves 
into criminal liability for employers. 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
Moreno Valley Builds 
Infrastructure Page 14 
Enhanced educational, healthcare, recrea-
tional, and police and fire services in Moreno 
Valley. 
GUEST COMMENTARY 
Local Government and 
Affordable Housing Page 17 
John Zakoske takes local government to 
task for inflating home prices through 
over-regulation. 
FEATURES 
Demand For Real Estate Page 15 
Close-Up, Dean Malecha Page 17 
People, Places & Things Page 20 
Ideas For The Inland Empire 
Page 22 
Focus On Claremont: 
Community seeks balanced 
growth Page 24 
Answers For The Inland 
Empire - The Fate of 
George AFB Page 26 
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Stl~g_er Cont. From Page 1 
antl-curcraft missile with Raytheon. 
However, bucking these trends is the 
fact that the armed forces may dramati-
cally i?crease the utilization of Stingers 
o~ helicopters and on Jeep-like field ve-
hicles, which may greatly increase the 
number of missiles needed. 
~We have to emphasize that every-
thmg related to missile orders is pure 
s~ulation at this time," said a plant of-
fi~Ial. "But we anticipate significant 
Stinger production and employment at 
least through the mid-1990s." 
Employment is expected to remain 
steady at 3,500 at least through the end 
of 1992, according to a spokesman. GO's 
Valley Systems Division currently has 
funded contracts for over 10,000 Sting-
ers, representing several hundred million 
dollars, which, with additional orders, is 
expected to be enough to keep things 
humming through the mid-1990s. Cur-
rently, the factory is turning out 650 mis-
siles a month. 
"The army loves the Stinger," says a 
spokesman for the U.S. Army Missile 
Command. "It is an ideal weapon for the 
army; we will be buying Stingers for a 
very long time." 
The spokesman for both the Army and 
GO's Valley Systems Division agreed 
that any discussion of the number of 
missiles ordered or on employment lev-
els is a pure speculation at this time. 
But neither saw any reason to fear a 
drastic lay-off at the Stinger plant. 
Transportation SB 1402 Cont. 
Presley's bill 36-0 and the House sup-
porting it 64-2. 
The precedent-setting measure is 
aimed at forestalling gridlock in the 
four-county Los Angeles Basin and at 
providing a coordinated system of bus 
and rail transit in the area. Technology, 
fares, schedules - all will be coordinat-
ed, to enable easier long-distance travel 
between and among counties. Major 
routes to be addressed include those 
from Riverside and San Bernardino into 
the L.A. area, as well as Corona-Elsinore 
and Riverside-Hemet-San Jacinto. 
"The plan ·envisioned in Senate Bill 
1402 should go a long way toward show-
ing the taxpayers that their transporta-
tion dollars will be well-spent," said Pre-
sley. "'The four county transportation 
commissions have shown a high degree 
of cooperation in putting this proposal 
together." 
Loma Linda Cont. From Page 1 
nel to comply with the JCAHO's com-
plaints. 
"Medical quality is not and has not 
been threatened," said Augustus Cheat-
ham, vice president of public affairs for 
the center. "We do not believe that there 
should be any undue alarm or concern." 
Death rates and the proportion of mal-
practice suits are comparable to ot~er 
facilities, Cheatham said, and do not In-
dicate any lapse by Lorna Linda. Even 
in the critical care trauma center, where 
overburdened doctors must contend with 
all sorts of life-threatening emergencies, 
Lorna Linda's record holds up, he said. 
However, the probationary status 
placed upon the Medi~al Cent_er and 
Hospital are seen as bemg particularly 
galling because of the Medical Cen~er's 
status as an internationally-recogmzed 
medical research and teaching facility, 
having pioneered in such ~e~s ~s infa~t 
heart transplants. For an msttt~uo~ th~s 
prestigious to lose full accreditatiOn 1s 
like a five-star restaurant being cited by 
the health department for rat droppings. 
The JCAHO's controversial April 13th 
decision leaves the Hospital and Medi-
cal Center with little choice but to com-
ply with the disputed findings, or lose 
their accreditation entirely. Ninety-two 
percent of the 1 ,800 hospitals inspected 
annually by the JCAHO are granted full 
three-year accreditation, according to a 
spokeswoman. Of the remainder, at least 
90 will receive conditional accreditation, 
a probationary status that requires the in-
stitution to get its act together within six 
months or lose accreditation entirely. 
Lorna Linda - with its 578-bed Medical 
Center and 120-bed Community Hospital 
- falls into this second category. 
Compliance with the Commission's 
complaints is not seen as being terribly 
difficult. Though the withdrawal of full 
accreditation was a shocker to many 
doctors, faculty and administrators, few 
doubt that Lorna Linda can get back into 
the JCAHO's good graces. 
Based on an informal report received 
from JCAHO investigators at the conclu-
sion of their inspection of the Medial 
Center and Hospital last August, Lorna 
Linda officials expected nothing less 
than full accreditation. When the full 
Commission voted, however, sufficient 
record-keeping deficiencies were found 
to warrant probationary status. Within six 
months, the JCAHO will either approve 
or deny full accreditation to Lorna Linda. 
Lockheed Cont. From Page 1 
Employment - working on the fuselage 
sections of older 747's only - is expect-
ed to hit 600 by the end of the first year, 
970 by the end of the third year and as 
many as 2,500 ultimately. Moreover, for 
every Lockheed job created, the compa-
ny expects one ancillary service or man-
ufacturing job to be created in the imme-
diate vicinity of Norton - at everything 
from machine shops to restaurants and 
motels. 
"While we're taking the business risk 
of working on older 74 7's, we're creating 
a whole raft of opportunities around Nor-
ton to feed, house and entertain the 
workers," said a Lockheed spokesman. 
"Just as our huge Burbank plant helped 
define the very character of Burbank dur-
ing the World War II era when it em-
ployed tens of thousands, so too will our 
presence at Norton help define the char-
acter of the area." 
Sources had speculated that the Air 
Force might balk at leasing part of a ma-
jor facility to a company which is pulling 
up most of its roots in Southern Califor-
nia and replanting them elsewhere. But 
Lockheed officials insist that no linkage 
exists and that their commitment to stay-
ing in San Bernardino County once the 
prospective project is underway is un-
shakeable. They emphasized that the 
company has major presences not only in 
the condemned Burbank, but Ontario, 
Palmdale and (hopefully) soon Norton, 
the latter of which will all continue. 
"I don't believe that the Air Force 
would consider Lockheed to be a stabili-
ty risk,' says Skip Bowling, president of 
Lockheed Aircraft Service Company, 
which is handling the negotiations for the 
parent company. "We've worked very 
closely with the Air Force over the years 
on a variety of military projects, and 
have always enjoyed an excellent rela-
tionship." 
Bowling emphasized that the layoffs in 
Burbank and elsewhere are related to the 
completion of various military aerospace 
programs and the general downturn of the 
defense industry, and are totally unrelat-
ed to the commercial aircraft business 
such as that proposed for Norton. 
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"The cost of providing water service will esca-
late in the 1990s, at a faster pace than th~ rate 
of inflation," says Wicks. "For example, ma-
jor new facilities will have to be built to adjust 
for the loss of Colorado River water." 
of 30 statewide, get their water from this company. It's product is pretty much taken 
for granted - when was the last time you saw news about a protest over water sup-
plies or prices? But the 60-year-old company is not resting on its laurels, but is con-
stantly striving to maintain the quality and affordability of its water. 
Throughout most of San Bernardino County, for example, Southern California 
Water Company blends local groundwater with purer imported water from Northern 
California to obtain an acceptable product. In Barstow, however, this is not feasi-
ble, so the company resorts to other methods to deliver acceptably pure water to 
Barstownians. 
Several reservoirs are located around Barstow, to complement the 375 weJJs the 
company operates throughout the state and the 75 million-gallon water-storage ca-
pacity the company has throughout California. One new wrinkle is storing water be-
low ground in so-called "water banks" where it can be reclaimed in times of 
drought, which the company is doing in Kern County. 
The outlook for water quality in the Inland Empire is generally good, Wicks said, 
so long as purer imported water can be mixed with local groundwater. There is little 
chance of contamination from agricultural uses or from the many construction sites 
dotting the area, he said. The company is not providing any specially purified prod-
uct to industrial users inland - after all, water is water. 
Reid & Hellyer 
The law offices of Reid & Hellyer, a professional corporation, announced that Ge-
rald J. GeerJings, former Riverside County Counsel, has become Of Counsel to 
the firm. Mr. Geerlings' practice emphasizes land use, development and governmen-
tal law. 
In addition to Mr. Geerlings, Reid & Hellyer announced that David M. Diver, 
Craig 0. Dobler and R. William Ferrante have become associated with the firm. 
Mr. Diver has an LL.M in Labor Law from George Washington University. His 
practice emphasizes labor relations and employment law for management. 
Mr. Dobler has an LL.M in Taxation from New York University School of Law. 
His practice emphasizes tax, real estate and partnership law. 
Mr. Ferrante is a former Senior Counsel from Pacific Bell. His practice will em-
phasize land use, development and governmental law. 
Reid & Hellyer has three offices located throughout the Inland Empire. They are: 
San Bernardino, 599 N. Arrowhead Ave., San Bernardino, CA (714) 884-4704; Rive-
side, 3880 Lemon St., Riverside, CA (714) 682-1771; and Temecula, 27710 Jeffer-
son Ave., Temecula, CA (714) 676-3 111. 
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Health Insurance Cost Containment For Small 
Business May Have Finally Arrived 
Legislators in Sacramento have fallen into the habit, when deliberating on ways 
to broaden health-insurance coverage, of framing the issue in terms of employer 
mandates. In large part, that tendency resulted from an absence of any alternative 
legislative proposal designed to get people insured. Policy debates on health insu-
rance turned on the merits of mandates, a focus which diverted attention from ef-
forts to reform of the health-care system. 
The introduction of AB 4196 should change the scenario outlined above. That 
bill, authored by Assembly Members William Baker and Bev Hansen, proposes a 
series of insurance underwriting reforms and cost-containment methods designed 
to lower the price of health insurance. The authors contend that developing an af-
fordable insurance product provides a means to insuring more Californians with-
out imposing the onerous burden of a mandate on small business. 
AB 4196 proceeds with a focus on the insurance industry, placing specific re-
quirements on health writers but at the same time allowing them certain risk-
sharing options not currently available to limit costs. Health insurers would be 
subject to a "take-all-comers" rule requiring them to offer coverage to any small-
business group, defined in the bill as a company with 25 or fewer employees. 
Once an insurer took in a particular group, that plan could not be cancelled ex-
cept for non-payment of premium or a change in the nature of the business. Rate 
increases on policies would be limited to the medical-inflation rate plus a so-
called duration factor, which reflects the profitability of the particular insurer. 
That duration factor would be capped at 5% for every insurer; however, a rate-
band of 50% would also be established between the new-business rate, the price 
an insurer offers potential customers, and the highest rate charged for an existing 
policy. Put simply, an insurer could not offer to sell new policies for more or less 
than 50% of the rate charged for on-going business. The logic of the rate-band is 
to prevent insurers from undercharging to pick-up all the good-risks or overcharg-
ing to discourage potential customers. Taken together, these insurance underwrit-
ing reforms should work to make insurance both available and affordable to 
small-businesses. 
In return for abiding by these reforms, AB 4196 allows health insurers writing 
small-business policies to form a reinsurance pool to spread the cost of "high-
risks." High risks are commonly referred to as uninsurables, individuals with pre-
existing medical conditions such as diabetes. Insurers working under the AB 4196 
framework would, when covering a new group, examine the individuals to be in-
sured. Those deemed "high risks" would be ceded anonymously to the reinsurance 
pool. Premiums for high risks would be charged at 150% of the basic rate for th_e 
group. But should the claims incurred by a high-risk i~dividual exceed ~e premi-
um, a likely scenario, the additional costs would be p1cked up by the remsurance 
pool. All health insurers would finance the reinsurance pool at an amount propor-
tional to their share of the market. The reinsurance structure assumes that no one 
insurer gets exposed to an excessive amount of high risks. . 
AB 4196 offers a scheme to broaden health care coverage that keeps the deci-
sion to insure in private hands. Not every company without a health-care benefit 
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PRESENTING A CHANCE Of A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY 
Cityopoly is a featured gift , game and accessory item in upscale 
department, toy, and specialty stores. It is also marketed through 
promotions in newspapers, charities, and radio and televisions 
stations. In every market Cityopoly has entered, the game has 
generated great community enthusiam and extensive media exposure, 
CASH BENEFITS FOR A LOCAL CHARITY! 
Fifty cents from the proceeds of each game sold will be donated to the 
Cripple Childrens Society. 
CITYOPOL Y PROVIDES: 
• An Exclusive opportunity for businesses to advertise and immor· 
talize their name and logo. 
• A creat ive avenue for highlighting your community's major points 
of interest, attractions, historic landmarks and prominent businesses. 
• A marketing vehicle for creating goodwill and expressing civic 
pride by promoting images that make your city or organization unique. 
• Charitable fundraising opportunties. 
WITH CITYOPOL Y, YOU CAN COLLECT: 
' High impact/multiple impression advertising response. 
• The undivided attention . of target buyers for hours on end as 
players' concentration is focused mainly on advertisers' names and 
logos. 
• A return to time·honored family and civic values bringing everyone 
together to play a game. 
INLAND EMPIREOPOLY 
CALL AND RESERVE YOUR GAME SQUARE TODAY! 
-Cityopoly is developed and marketed by 
Elusive Dream Marketing Services 







When you go into your bank, do you sometimes 
feel like a very small ftsh in a very large pond? 
Does it seem like your banker is always busy 
helping his "Jaws"-size customers? While you're 
your business all the services and financial mus-
cle it needs. But we're personal enough to treat 
you like you really matter. 
To us, you're a big ftsh. You get vice presidents 
and top commercial bankers losing sleep trying 
to solve your problems. 
In fact, we'll make you a promise. If you want 
to make something happen for your business and 
we want it too, we'll find a way to make 
flapping your fins just trying to get 
noticed? 
Maybe you should swim over to 
friendlier waters. Independence 
Bank is a much more comfortable 
habitat. We're big enough to give 
falling all over themselves to take care of you, 
INDEPENDENCE 
BANK- FOR BUSINESS 
MEMSEAFOIC 
LOS ANGELES, BEVERLY HILLS, SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, CONEJO VALLEY 
it happen. 
If your big bank treats you 
like a little ftsh, come over to 
Independence Bank. It's a lot 
more fun being a big ftsh. 
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I Independent Banks In The Inland Empire 
N arne And Address Of Bank Total Assets Percent Change Total Loans Percent Change Non-Performing Return On Top Local Executive 
Banks Ranked By Assets In (000) Since December in (000) Since December Loans As A Assets (ROA) N ame(fi tie/Phone 
N/A = Not Available 1988 1988 % of Total Assets 
Independence Bank $752,114 19.0% $5,559 51.8% 1.91% 0.93 Jeanne Lockhart 
15910 Ventura Blvd. Independence Bank, while it only has one Inland Empire Office (Rancho Cucamonga) while servicing all of Southern Branch Manager 
Encino, CA 91436 California deserves listin as an ind endent bank with an Inland Em ire resence. 714 980-0522 g ep p p ) 
l C'hino Vallcv Bank • S472,756 26J~% $347,593 38.6% 0.45% 1.88 John Cavallucci 
701 N. Havdn Ave CEO-President 
Ontario. C'A 91764 (714) 9~W-4030 
2 First Trust Bank 
8301 Elm St. 
$394,406 16.9% 236,686 23.9% 0.51% 1.17 Larry Peterson 
Senior VP/Dir. of Corp. Bnk 
(714) 945-2740 Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
3 Riverside National Bank S224,140 6.5% S157,214 24.9% 0.31% -027 Michael C. Bilhngs 
3484 Central Ave. ' President 
Riverside, CA 92506 (714) 276-8970 
4 Foothill Independent Bank $213,375 N/A 
510 S. Grand Ave. 
Glendora, CA 91740 
5 Vineyard National Bank S120,600 12.0% 
9590 Foothill Blvd. 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
6 Bank of Hemet $103,208 lO.Oo/o 
1385 Blaine St. 
Riverside, CA 92057 
8 Overland Bank $ 77,117 18.1% 
27710 Jefferson Ave. 
Temecula, CA 92390 
10 Palm Desert National Bank $ 66,425 31.3% 
73745 El Paseo 
Palm Desert, C A 92261 
$159,462 N/A N/A 
S96,299 6.6% 0.82% 
$80,586 15.1% 0.41% 
$51,227 34.7% 0.51% 




















(619) 340-1145 Ill D C ·ty Bank s 61 898 11.9% $34,638 -2.7% 1.51% 0.75 Ron~d Wilson cscrt ommum • Prestdent 14800 La Paz Dr. (619) 243-2140 
Victorville, CA 92392 
28.1% 0.2% 2.35 Merle Courson 
President 12 Valley Bank $ 59,279 17.2% $25,877 
24010 Surmymead (714) 242-1174 
I 
Vall CA 92337 
-====--------~-$55078 ~~~ 0.86% 1.53 JamcsCo?pcr ' · ' CEO-Prestdent (714) 946-2265 
14 Inland Empire National Bank $ 53,251 3.6% $38,725 0.6% 3.04% 1.59 
y 
President 
3780 Market St (714) 788-2265 
25 5% 0.52% 2.47 James A. V crplanckel 
1
15 Wstm. Comm. Bank of Corona S 51,558 27.5% S35•156 · President 
321 E. 6th St. (714) 734-4110 
Corona. CA 91719 
37.5% $31,375 28.7% O.OOo/o 16 De Anza National Bank 




~~~~~ 1.17 DavidVo~dcrmark 
17 First Community Bank S48.557 10.7% ' CEO-Prestdent 
7272 Joshua Lane (619) 365-6371 
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
$43,462 21.3% $32,449 
Abie Lowery 
President 
'1f, 1st Nat. Bank in Coachella (619) 398-4411 
1491 6th SL . 
C bella. CA 92236 ished lhe information themselves. A bank's numeric ranking refen to \he me of lhe ~and docs 
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The Southern California Monorail and the 
Inland Empire 
by Craig Hendrickson 
As a businessperson, it would be financial suicide to 
make a multimillion dollar capital expenditure in a 
piece of equipment that you would utilize for only four 
hours a day to make a product that would serve only 
10% of your prospective market. And yet, that is exactly 
what the transportation planners at our numerous public 
agencies have been doing. Consequently, there is not 
one public transportation system which covers its capi-
tal costs with its revenues. With the exception of Hong 
Kong, there is not one public transportation system that 
covers its operating and maintenance costs out of the 
fare box. All publicly operated public transit systems are 
heavily subsidized by the taxpayer. 
In Southern California, the political system makes this 
situation most acute. Take the six counties, (San Ber-
nardino, Riverside, San Diego, Orange, Los Angeles 
and Ventura) which make up the urban area of Southern 
California At last count, in these six counties, there are 
over 200 different public agencies with some fonn of re-
sponsibility for transportation. Not one of these agencies 
has the authority to cross a county boundary. Most may 
not cross a municipal boundary. None of them like to 
work with any of the others. Several of them are con-
stantly in some form of turf battle, and some even sue 
each other. The last turf battle between Los Angeles 
County Transportation Commission and the RTD, over 
who controls the second phase of the Metro Rail subway 
construction, cost Los Angeles County taxpayers over 
$140 million, according to Neil Petersen, Executive Di-
rector of the Los Angeles Transportation Commission. 
The picture actually gets worse. 
In these six counties, at last count, there were at least 
nine different public transit systems either under con-
struction or in final planning. Every one utilizes a differ-
ent non-compatible technology. Six are designed never 
to connect with any of the others. All but one are the 
most expensive applications of their technologies ev~r. 
All will need to be heavily subsidized. Every one wtll 
take longer than taking the car, and you will get to LA 
City Hall from L.A. Airport faster on bicycle than by 
taking the LAX Shuttle bus to the Gree~ Li?e to t.he 
Blue Line to the Red Line and then hoofmg It to Ctty 
Hall. In short, our transportation planners are leading us 
down the road to certain failure. 
But there is exciting and challenging news on the ho-
rizon.' It is a project called the Southern California M?n-
orail Project, and it will revolutionize the way you thmk 
about moving around in the 21st century. In. ~~ f?rm of 
a California statewide constitutional ballot m1Uative for 
the March 1992 statewide ballot, this initiative, when 
passed, will: 
(1) Create a six-county publi~ly el~cted _Southern 
California Monorail Transit Authonty whtch wtll be a~­
tonomous from and paramount to all of the 200 + pubhc 
transit agencies in the six counties; . 
(2) Create and set t~e gro~nd rule~ for a pnv~t~/ 
public partnership to destgn, bu~ld and fmance, at mml-
mum, a 2,000 mile six-county htgh-tech (~robably r:nag-
netically levitated state-of-the-art) monora~l system, 
(3) Mandate that this entire 2,000 mtle syst~m be 
fully operational no later than Decemb~r.31, 2012, . 
(4) Mandate that the system be uul~zed as the six-
county freight distribution _and collecu~n system an~ 
that it be designed as the stx-county sohd waste man 
agement system; . f ed (5) Mandate the creation of a_ ~nvately mane_ 
statewide debit card system to be uuhzed by all provid-
ers of public transit services in the stat~; . . 
(6) Create over 600 superb c?mmerctal/restdenua_l de-
velopment opportunities to tie mto most of the stations 
(~~~~~uthern California Monorail Project (SCMP) is 
designed from the ground up to avoid t~e prob_le~s 
f ced b all other public transit systems whtle provtdmg 
aa level y and experience of service unmatc~ed by a~y 
other transit system. The SCMP w_ill be profitable while 
solving the transportation and sohd was.te ma~agement 
problems while helping to reduce the rur quahty prob-
lem Here's how: . h ld h V~tually every public transit system m t e wor as 
been designed to accommodate tremendous p~ak ho~r 
ridership levels. With few exceptions, no pubhc transtt 
system carries anything but people. These systems ex-
PLEASE SEE PAGE 19 
JB Maintenance Company provides a quality service program for your cleaning needs. 
Our janitorial employees are experienced uniformed professionals who care about our clients. 
Your needs are our concern. 
Let us help you project a professional image and make your working atmosphere more enjoyabk. 
Bonded and Liability Insured License# US303704 
Commercial • Industrial • Residential 
~ Daily - Weekly - Monthly ~ 
~ Complete Maintenance ~ 
- - Window Cleaning- Floor Care- Carpet Cleaning 
and Customized Service ProJects 
Call for Free Consultation and Estimate 
(714) 781-4343 
Ask for John Bell 
P. 0. Box 20466, Riverside, CA 92516 
The Inland Empire Business Journal is 
created on the Macintosh II cxm with PageMakerTM 
software and proofed on a Apple® LaserWriter lint ... 
Software Service & Computers 
6667 Indiana Ave. 
Riverside, CA. 92506 
(714) 787-4833 
So if looking your best on paper is as important to 
you as being your best in business, see us soon for an Apple 
printer demonstration. 
Jack Bridgman 
Apple Product Manager 
8809-()370 
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THE MYTH OF "HIGH COST" ADVERTISING 
by Frank Vessels 
A common unfortunate myth holds 
ma~y businesses back from realizing 
therr true potential. The "high cost" often 
associated with advertising discourages 
many otherwise shrewd business people 
from discovering advertising's powerful 
potential. The truth is, advertising does 
not need to be expensive. In fact, effec-
tive advertising, even with a small bud-
get, should bring a significant return on 
investment within a relatively short 
time. 
suggesting a wide variety of advertising 
options, from direct mail to network tele-
vision. 
Most good agencies also provide seri-
ous clients with in-depth media planning. 
Here is one of the most critical areas ef-
fecting successful advertising. Strategic 
ad planning and buying can save clients 
up to 50% of their advertising budgets 
while even more than doubling the over-
all advertising response rate. 
tion, cable system, or newspaper compa-
ny, the ad agency has no "inventory" to 
sell. It can afford to look objectively at 
all the client's options independent of 
personalities and salesmanship. Utilizing 
state-of-the-art technologies, a good 
agency will assist its clients in discover-
ing the most cost-effective way of reach-
ing qualified prospects. Not only does 
this factual information specify which 
medium is most effective, but it also 
specifies exactly when and where the 
advertising will most efficiently reach 
the client's target market. 
In today's competitive business com-
munity, all good advertising needs to 
aim for a measurable payoff. And with 
the current sophistication available to 
advertising professionals, this payoff is 
clearly obtainable. Ask today's major ad-
vertisers - straight "brand advertising" 
is a worn-out luxury! Campaigns are now 
evaluated by these two simple questions: 
how much was spent? How much was 
sold? 
Advertising has evolved into a fairly 
predictable science. Market research, 
demographics, psychographies and com-
puterization give today's smart advertis-
ers a fast and relatively inexpensive 
jump on their competition. In fact, a 
strong advertising agency will actually 
save its clients money in the short run, 
and present them with invaluable cost-
effective opportunities for greater suc-
cess over the long haul. Unfortunately, 
too many business people view ad agen-
cies as adversaries instead of allies. 
While it's true that some agencies have 
rightfully earned this notoriety, others 
are certainly willing to go to any lengths 
to make their clients successful! And, 
when they do, those agencies are worth 
their weight in gold. 
Here are some of the key ways a good 
agency can save its clients money: 
1. Free Marketing Expertise 
Most significant agencies serve as a 
marketing resource for their clients. Be-
cause good advertising depends on a 
sound understanding or marketing princi-
ples, a good agency should be able to 
readily understand and articulate the 
subtler marketing nuances of a particular 
business. Agency principals, account 
representatives, media counselors, and 
creative directors often represent a 
wealth of marketing expertise clients 
rarely pay for. Good agencies automati-
cally do extensive research before .they 
make advertising recommendatiOns. 
This, usually "free" information ~f~en 
proves invaluable to .a comp~y. This m-
formation may help m such diverse areas 
as "product design" or "distribu~ion." At 
the very least, it will help a busm~ss be-
gin to pinpoint its most cost-effecuve ad-
vertising options. 
2. Free Advertising Planning 
Most reputable agencies ~rovide po-
tential clients with relatively well 
thought-out advertising plans. They do 
this for two reasons: they hope to demon-
strate their ability to understand and re-
late to that particular client, and. they 
hope to "sell" the client on a. P.arucular 
course of action. This adverusmg plan 
should take into account the goals and 
capabilities of the client. I~ should lead 
from the obvious, inexpenstve to the ~b­
scure and more costly. Every op~un.•ty 
should be spelled out, from as~·s~ng 
with a company name or logo, ~estgmng 
needed business cards and stauonary' to 
Advertising agencies make money in 
two general categories: placement (the 
selection and purchase of media adver-
tising space or time) and production (ei-
ther print, in the form of brochures or 
ads; or electronic, in the form of radio 
and television commercials or shows). 
Most sell these products through compli-
mentary written proposals. Many astute 
companies realize tremendous success 
by recognizing the opportunities present-
ed in a solid, well researched advertising 
plan offered by an advertising agency. 
3. "Free" Media Planning and 
Buying 
A good agency can do this in two 
ways. First, because agencies usually 
buy more media than the single typical 
advertiser, they generally have more bar-
gaining power with the media. This often 
means dramatic savings for the agency's 
clients! Second, reputable agencies can 
afford to be completely objective in 
what media they buy and how they buy 
it Unlike a single radio or television sta-
And, best of all, agencies are general-
ly paid their commissions for this work 
by the media themselves, not by the 
client. The only general exception to this 
Please See Page 19 
Law School 
Information Seminar 
Tuesday, June 5, 1990 • 7:00pm 
San Bernardino 
Western State University College of Law will host an information seminar in your area. 
Get your questions answered regarding: 
• Law School Requirements-
when & how to apply 
• Financial Assistance 
• Local Classes 
• Placement 
• Scholarships 
• The Law School Admission Test 
a.sAn 
A question and answer period will follow the seminar. 
To register, call714!738-1000 and ask for an Admissions Counselor. 
Seating is limited and reservations are on a fmt-come, fmt served basis. 
WESTERN STATE · 1~ 
•1973 
Founded to provide outstanding legal educGm in 
Southern California 
Accredited by Committee of Bar Examincn, 
Stale Bar of California ~!!! UNNERSITY ~!!! 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
Ora11g~ Cou11ty a11d Su Diego 
• 1976 Accredited by Western Association of Schools and Colleges 
•1990 California's Largest Law School 
1111 North State College Boulevard • Fullerton, CA 92631 
Maintaining a corporate apartment in California is the ideal way to ease the transitio~ of relocating 
employees. Breuner's FREE Relocation Service will take care of all the details! 
• Apartments available in most California cities • House keeping & maid service 
• Complete packages available including • Transportation information 
furniture, houseware, linens, appliances, • Area demographic & recreational information 
utilities & more! • Commercial office suites 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS VS. CORPORATE APARTMENT 
Hotel 
Accommodations Daily Cost Monthly Cost Corporate Apartment Daily Cost Monthly Cost 
Single room $65 - 125 
Meals $25 - 35 
Total Cost- 1 Month Stay 
$1950- 3750 
$ 750- 1050 
$2700-4800 
1 Bedroom Apartment $30 - 50 
Groceries may be reimbursed 
Total Cost -1 Month Stay 
$ 900- 1500 
200 
$1100-1700 
.11 k 'th our Relocation or Human Resources Director to assist with your company's relocation needs. Breuners WI wor F:/ fre! information call 800-432-RENT (toll free in California) or (818) 964-7158 
Northern California 
• Albany • Son Cortos 
• Daly City • Son Francisco (2) 
• ffelnO • Son Jo• 
• Haywald • San Rafael 
• Mountain VIeW • Santo Ro10 
• ()aldond • Santo Clara 
• P1ea10nf Hill • Stockton 
• RanchO Cordova • Voleta 
• sacramento (2) • Walnut Creek 
Breuners 
Relocation SeNices 
o HOME AND OFFICE • 




• Anaheim • Marino Del ReV • Woodland HUll 
• leYefly HHII • Nofth Ridge 
• ltentwood • Palm Springs 
• City of Industry • Pasadena ueu&ft& 
• Colla Meta • R~ nlliY~ 
• Escondido • San Otego (2) • ~ 
• Hawlhome • Sherman Oc*a • Lal Vegas 
• Long leach • Torrance 
• Los AngeleS • TUIIIn 
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by Susan Flint 
proposing. extending the track route to 1.3 miles, which 
mea~s gomg back to the drawing board for Smoot. 
Setung up and taking down the track accounts for 
about one-third of the cost to put on the race. The to-
tal cost for set-up is approximately $600,000. 
Assuming Cole comes through with an acceptable 
proposal, Smoot says that the remaining challenge will 
Make Your Business 
EVERYONE'S 
Advertise In The 
Inland Empire Business Journal 
be to "glamorize the 
event and reduce 
the costs." Cole ~ BEST EXPRESS INC. 
City employees call it a "Herculean task to put on " 
and none of the promoters over the past five years ha~e 
stated tha~ they ~ave made money on it; however, the 
Pal~ Spnngs V mtage Grand Prix is on the calendar 




Prix event a char-
ity benefit, and 
this may well be 
the year to do it. 
~ • BEST MESSENGER EXPRESS; ~ Same Day, Rush (3 to 5 hour service}, Exclusive Immediate ~ Response, Nonstop Direct Service ~ I . BEST COURIER SERVICE ~ Scheduled lnterbranch, Bankproof, Same Day Banking, The Vintag~ Grand Prix was the first major special 
event ~o rec~tve sanctioning by the Palm Springs City 
~o~~~tl as tt assumed the mode of a "market driven 
ctty . m 1988. The Council recognized that special pro-
motional events had been a significant stimulus to the 
economy of Palm Springs. 
Susan Flint is 
Public Relations/ 
Advertising Coor-
dinator for the 
City of Palm 
Springs. · 
~ Document Transfer, Data Distribution, Title Documents 
~ Distribution 
The Vintage, as it is known around town, was original-
!Y a Chamber of Commerce-sponsored fundraiser begun 
m 1984. The frrst year's track was one square block. 
The racers were strictly vintage machines. It rained 
that weekend. But people, locals, came out and 
had a great time. No major funds were realized, 
I Call 598-8080 
but the decision was still to do another one in 
1985. 
The 1985 event was a bit more spectacular, 
and Chamber officials called on the Long Beach 
Grand Prix promoters for some assistance. The 
race moved from the streets to the Palm Springs 
Regional Airport and remained there until 1987 
when activity at the airport became too busy. 
Mayor Sonny Bono urged the return to the 
streets and spearheaded the effort to give the 
event full city sanction. He saw it as a way to 
enhance the marketable image of Palm Springs 
and to generate additional transient occupancy 
tax and sales tax revenue. Bono's thinking was 
right on target according to an independent sur-
vey conducted after that event by the Jones 
Agency, a local public relations and advertising 
firm. Results showed "luxury rooms virtually un-
available that weekend" and "dramatic increases 
in retail sales ranging from 8% to 17%:' 
In the dash to make the event profitable, pro 
events were added to the schedule and drew big 
names like Stirling Moss, Parnelli Jones, Bobby 
Unser, Jr., and Roger Mears. Still the promoters 
did not experience profit, and in March of this 
year Vintage Grand Prix, Inc., the 1988-1989 
management contractors, pulled out of a six-year 
contract saying that they had lost a significant 
amount on the most recent race and associated 
festivities. In addition to the racing events the 
Vintage offers a Concours d'Elegance, musical 
events, an invitational golf tournament, a Cham-
ber of Commerce Casino Night and a variety of 
parties for race enthusiasts. 
The City of Palm Springs moved immediately 
to announce that it was open to proposals for the 
1990 event. Rick Cole, a Hollywood entrepren-
eur and operator of the well-known Rick Cole 
Auction, submitted an informal proposal. The 
City Council made the decision to proceed ex-
clusively with Cole. At this writing Cole has 
been given until June 15 to present the fo~mal 
proposal and have it considered by the Council. 
The initial proposal calls for the event to go 
back to a total vintage effort, according to Allen 
Smoot, city coordinator for the Vintage ?ver the 
past four years. "We lost some of the crowd ~~t 
comes for the vintage racing and many parUci-
pants because there just wasn't enoug.h time. on 
the track for them," said Smoot. Runnmg a vmt-
age vehicle on a concrete-lined cou~se was not 
attractive to owners of some of the pnme cars. 
"We learned over five years that a ten-day 
event is not realistic when you have volunteers 
doing a lot of the effort," Smoot said. "So this 
year we are planning a four-day effort and have 
set it for November 15-18." 
Smoot began planning for the 1990 event o~ly 
days after the 1989 race was history. Acc.ording 
to Smoot, about thirty percent of the plannmg e~­
fort goes into the actual track layout. Cole 1s 
REAL ESTATE DYNAMICS 
Make Consumers Allies 
In Your '90s Skirmishes 
By Sanford R. Goodkin 
Executive Director 
KPMG Peat Marwick 
Goodkin Real Estate 
Consulting Group 
We are at full gallop in the age of change. Will you survive? 
Do you want to? A very successful 
broker told me that he can't get 
any land in Houston. I asked him 
if he was kidding, because there 
is so much land m Houston that 
lenders can't wait to get it off of 
their books. He answered, "No, I 
mean land that I can steal." 
I met with two major 
New York investors . 
dramatic change there is opportu-
nity. If you are bold, organized 
and not arrogant, you will succeed. 
I have been in this industry for 
34 years and I have never seen 
anything like what is going on. It 
will take luck and contacts to sur-
vive this one. There is no insula-
tion from change. 
It is time we went right to the 
consumers, our past customers and 
voters. Forget the politicians for 
awhile. Consumers think that we 
own politicians. Anyway, they are 
a fickle bunch-first this way and 
then that way and then no way. 
We are in an affordable-housing 
crisis with major and lasting conse-
quences. How did we get here? Did 
our greed make it happen? No. 
Did the politicians care that each 
dollar they added to the permit, 
never calling it new taxes, would 
price out more citizens? No. 
Consumers certainly were not 
aware of the problem because we 
seldom mentioned the fact except 
in builder and Realtor meetings-
which was sort of like the choir 
singing to the choir. 
We can ~et all the tools we need 
from architects and planners who 
would be only too happy to assist 
in the battle. 
I shared the stage with a re-
gional president of a Federal Re-
serve District. He said the Fed will 
fight inflation regardless of the 
coming election; that a GNP of 
over 2 percent is too high and that 
an unemployment rate of 5.3 per-
cent is too low. He also said he 
could see the fight going on for 
four to six years. "The end result 
is that a lot of you will be out of 
business." At the Urban Land In-
stitute's Leadership meetings in 
February, two good people felt 
that "up to one out of two builders 
would be out of business by 1992." 
When I mention this to an audi-
ence they resent it. 
Do you have an attention span· 
long enough to listen, to develop 
a "what if' scenario for your own 
survival, regardless of what hap-
pens out there? 
This is a time for caution and 
planning-. It is time to make alli-
ances with the new funds that are 
popping out of the 
ground. It is for you to 
They both were attract-
ing deals by "the hun-
dreds from all over the 
country." They were in-
terested "as long as it was 
at wholesale." Their ver-
sion of wholesale was 
stealing it. 
I have been in this industry for 34 years 
and I have never seen anything like what 
is going on. It will take luck and 
contacts to survive this one. There is 
no insulation from change. 
prepare the economic 
and market reasons for 
these potential allies to 
venture with you. 
Remember that the 
sreat revolutions are not 
JUSt in Eastern Europe. 
They are in your back-
yard. The revolutions are 
now in finance, which 
A very large land de-
veloper told me that "the 
fallout will be terrific: There will 
be opportunities to take over s:ood-
small- and medium-sized builders 
at a fraction of what it would have 
cost six months ago." 
These were not thieves. These 
were decent, successful folks who 
see opportunity by the ton. Will 
the Japanese ride in and rescue 
builders? Well, they are now fo-
cused on Europe. They feel that 
we have been msulting them and 
their money. The rules have 
changed. But with adversity and 
Let's immediately make an edu-
cational plan that: 
o Teaches teachers how a home 
is built, from the land to the deliv-
ered product. 
o Instructs new media as to land 
use and how it affects home prices. 
o Reaches politicians througb the 
educated voter. 
Politicians don't pay attention to 
anyone but their own constitu-
ency. Senators respond to political 
contributions. A city council lis-
tens only to the loudest audience. 
will never be the same due to new 
players and new criteria, and, 
later, in the erosion of propeny 
rights. You can depend on your 
voters to revolt agamst traffic and 
growth. 
Know your market like you 
never knew it before; learn about 
product diversity (i.e., for the eld-
erly, mixed-use, medical, leisure, 
warehousing/ distribution, f~3:n­
chising). There are opponumues 
out there but you must widen your 
curiosity and attention span. 0 
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La Costa offers two challenging 18 hole golf courses . 
Today there are numerous hotels and resorts that 
cater to the needs of over-stressed business men and 
women. Whether they be on vacation or business, 
these hosts send guests home feeling relaxed and re-
freshed. 
La Costa Hotel And Spa 
The La Costa Hotel and Spa in Carlsbad is one 
of the world' s leading resorts and meeting sites. It is 
a total vacation destination, offering a 50,000-
square-foot Conference Center, two eighteen-hole 
championship golf courses, a twenty-three-court rac-
quet club, a spa and health center, eight restaurants, 
and a 180-seat movie theater, which shows first-run 
films nightly. 
Other amenities available to La Costa guests in-
clude the use of saunas, whirlpool baths, rock steam 
rooms, Roman pools, and whirlpools. For guests 
looking to be pampered, there are massages, full fa-
cials, manicures and pedicures. 
Exercise classes, in a variety of regimens, are of-
fered daily and La Costa staff members are availa-
ble to help guests design a fitness program suited to 
their personal interests and goals. A resident nutri-
tionist is available to give guests a computerized 
nutritional analysis profile. A personalized health 
plan is offered to guests which deals with nutrition, 
weight control, stress management, and communica-
tion in personal and work relationships. 
La Costa's renowned Spa operates twelve hours a 
day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. On a typi-
cal day at La Costa, spa employees provide more 
than 350 massages and 200 facials. 
La Costa offers guests a variety of vacation alter-
natives ranging from the pampering of the original 
Spa Program to the revolutionary Life Fitness Pro-
gram. The seven-night Spa Program includes full 
American plan (breakfast, lunch, and dinner), daily 
spa admission, nutritional and skin analysis, daily 
massage, herbal wrap, complimentary golf and ten-
nis, "Sunbrella" tanning, ultimate cleansing facial, 
Orthion treatments, spot toning, and extra beauty 
services such as shampoos and sets. 
For those looking for a shorter stay, La Costa of-
fers the three-day/two night "Spa Sampler" package 
allowing guests to take advantage of several spa ser-
vices for one low price. The program features deluxe 
accommodations, spa admission and service charg-
es, half-hour daily massage and unlimited exercise 
classes. 
A change of lifestyle is also possible at ~a Co~ta 
for those guests participating in the seven-mght Ltfe 
Fitness Program. The program begins on Sunda.y of 
each week and includes a regularly scheduled trip to 
a local supermarket to learn how to "shop healthy," 
lectures on how to dine out "healthy," cooking dem-
onstrations, exercise periods, relaxation technique~, 
plus a variety of pampering spa tr~a.tm~nts. A medi-
cal doctor, lifestyle counselor, nutrlttomst, and exer-
cise physiologist staff the program an~ ~ogether . pre-
scribe a detailed exercise and nutnt10n regtmen 
tailored to each guest's individual needs. . 
The seven-night program includes full ~~encan 
plan (breakfast, lunch,, and. din~er) •. nutrttto~ and 
skin analysis, La Costa s druly vttamm and mmeral 
regimens, daily massage, three facials, three herbal 
wra~s. a l<>?fah salt glow scrub, a private make-up 
sessiOn, hatrstyle, pedicure/manicure, and compli-
mentary golf and tennis. 
La Costa's 50,000-square-foot modular designed 
Conference Center features an 8,000-square-foot 
~rand ballroom for gala events or large social func-
~on.s, and fifteen individual meeting rooms, ranging 
~n stz~ from 576 square feet, to 1,716 square feet and 
mcludmg a proprietary-assured executive board room 
The Grand Ballroom can accommodate up to I 000 
for receptions, or 660 for banquets. ' 
The Conference Center is supported by a state-of-the-
art Media Center, featuring advanced audio-visual 
techniques, multi-
f~eplace, walk-in closets, a kitchen, and a superb 
vtew of Camelback Mountain. 
. The reso~t off~rs three distinctive dining estab-
lishments_. ~ncludmg Mary Elaine's, a fine gounnet 
F!e~ch d.mmg r~staurant; The Terrace, which spe-
ctahzes m Contmental cuisine; and Windows on 
the Green, which overlooks the eighteenth hole of 
the golf course and features Southwestern fare. 
Casual · di?ing fa~il.ities include Charlie's night-
club, for hghter dmmg in a dramatic setting; after-
noon tea in the Lobby Tea Court, for an afternoon 
of true English tradition; The Oasis, a poolside re-
staurant offering sandwiches and salads; and the 
Ice Cream Parlour, where guests can enjoy home-
lingual simultaneous 
translation capabili-
ty, recording and du-
plicating, transmis-
sion and reception of 
live or pre-recorded 
commercial tele-
casts, triple-rear and 
single-front projec-
tion for film, slides, 
The Phoenician offers three distinctive dining estab-
lis~ents, including Mary Elaine's, a fine gourmet 
French dining restaurant; The Terrace, which spe-
cializes in Continental cuisine; and Windows on the 
made ice cream, 
cakes, cookies, and 
sandwiches. 
Live entertainment 
can be enjoyed 
throughout the resort 
- from classical mu-
sic played daily on 
the Steinway, to a 
Green, which overlooks the eighteenth hole of the golf 
course and features Southwestern fare. 
transparencies and video. For more information, call 
(619) 438-9111. 
The Crescent Hotel 
The Crescent Hotel in Phoenix is one of the Val-
ley's premier corporate hotels and conference centers 
because it was designed specifically to meet the var-
ied needs of frequent travelers. The conference space 
comprises 28,500 square feet of indoor space, divisi-
ble into seventeen separate meeting areas, and out-
door facilities, which can accommodate groups from 
200 to 650. All facilities are fully equipped with au-
dio visual capabilities. 
When it's time to relax, Crescent offers an abun-
dance of activities including a pool, fully-equipped 
health and fitness center, spa, and tennis and squash 
courts . Each guest room includes two telephones, 
sunk-in tub/marble bathrooms, television and radio, 
twice daily maid service and turndown, and an in-
room safe. The lounge offers a big screen TV with 
VCR, magazine library, newspapers, book library, 
and games. 
In addition to the variety of recreational amenities 
on property, The Crescent is accessible to horseback 
riding, jeep tours, hot air ballooning, and much more. 
Sight-seeing tours include Grand Canyon National 
Park and Monument, Sedona/Oak Creek Canyon (a 
mecca for art lovers and collectors), Jerome (a ghost 
town), Lake Po.welVGlen Canyon Dam and National 
Recreation (a water sports paradise), Canyon de 
Chelly (pre-historic ruins), and Navajo National Mon-
ument. 
Other points of interest include the Arizona Histori-
cal Society Museum, American Greyhound Racing, 
Louise Lincoln Kerr Cultural Center, Turf Paradise, 
Heard Museum, State Capital Museum, Cowtown Ar-
izona, Rawhide, Phoenix Zoo, Desert Botanical Gar· 
den, and Waterworld. 
For more information, call (602)943-8200. 
The Phoenician Resort 
The Phoenician Resort in Scottsdale is a secluded 
vacation retreat nestled at the base of Camelback 
Mountain on 130 acres. An incomparable art collec-
tion, including bronze sculptures by Allan Houser, 
and photorealist waterscapes by David Kessler com-
plements marble floors and walls, crystal chandeliers, 
and exquisite furnishings and accessories. 
Each 600-square-foot guest room features, among 
other amenities, McGuire rattan furniture, hand-
selected art, three telephones (two lines plus a dedi-
cated line for personal computer hook-up), a twenty-
seven-inch remote-control stereo television, and a 
wall safe. Each of the luxury casitas which surround 
the resort's tropical lagoon offer~ private parking, a 
harpist at afternoon 
jazz ensemble in the lounge. 
tea, to an upbeat 
The Tennis Garden features ten lighted champi-
onship courts. The Phoenician Health and Beauty 
Spa includes an extensive fitness center, saunas 
and steam baths, a juice bar, and fully-equipped 
locker rooms. A nationally-acclaimed eighteen-
hole golf course designed by Homer Flint is availa-
ble to guests. The 6,500-yard, USGA-approved 
course rates a par 71. 
The Phoenician's serene setting is enhanced by a 
tiered oasis of seven pools including an oval pool 
tiled in mother-of-pearl. Cascading waterfalls, an 
exotic whirlpool, two children's pools, and a 165-
foot waterslide round out the resort's water sports 
facilities. 
For more leisurely activity, the resort offers a 
collection of fine shops and boutiQues showcasine: 
men's and women's fashions, giftS, and exquisite 
art 
Meeting facilities include 60,000 square feet of 
function space which can serve up to 2,000 people. 
Highlights include the 22,000-square-foot Phoeni-
cian Grand Ballroom and areas specially designed 
for business and social events, including a full-
service business center. 
The resort's audio-visual capabilities are une-
qualled anywhere in Arizona. The multimedia Es-
trella Theatre is 5,720 square feet and provides sat-
ellite teleconferencing capabilities, a 
computerized audience interactive response sys-
tem, simultaneous translation into eight languages, 
and the ability to combine independent systems to 
transmit programs to any of the convention or guest 
facilities. 
For more information, call (602) 423-2405. 
Unparelled elegance is artfully expressed throughofll 1M 
605 guests quarters with a stW'IIIing 25 -million dollar art 
collection. 
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CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR 
SUPERWSORSANDMANAGEMEN~ 
tions, is that most governmental investigations that ul-
timately result in criminal prosecution begin as civil 
inquiries. In other words, at the early stages of an in-
vestigation, the normal protections available in crimi-
nal proceedings, such as the right to remain silent and 
the right to counsel, are not available. During this 
stage of the investigation, evidence is gathered which 
can later be used a part of a criminal prosecution. The 
progress of such an investigation from one that is civil 
in origin and then becomes criminal can pose serious 
problems for any employer. 
AN INLAND EMPIRE ISSUE FOR THE NINETIES 
by Russell J. Thomas, Jr. 
At the present time most statutes that are designed to 
protect employees or which make certain types of con-
duct on the part of employers unlawful are enforced 
through civil lawsuits. If an employee prevails in such 
a .suit against a corporation or business entity, the indi-
vidual is 
documents will have to be filed by employers under 
oath. If the information that is filed is false, then the 
individual who signs the document on behalf of an em-
ployer is subject to criminal prosecution for the filing 
of a false report or statement. Moreover, other legisla-
tion has been introduced which would significantly in-
crease the number of ways in which a supervisor or 
manager could be prosecuted under the State Safety & 
Health Law. Finally, we are also beginning to see 
awarded some 11111111111111111111111111111111111 form of mone-tary amages. 
In recent years 
both Congress 
and the State 
Legislature 
It is important for Inland Empire employers to be 
aware of those statutes in the labor and employment 
field which contain criminal sanctions, and with the as-
sistance of counsel, prepare carefully for any investiga-
tion which could lead to the imposition of criminal lia-
bility. 
Russell J. Thomas, Jr., is an attorney with Best, Best & 
Krieger in Ontario. He specializes in employment and 
environmental law litigation. 
have looked for ways in which to increase the sanc-
tions available to employees against those who violate 
legislative enactments. For example, most new legis-
lation in the labor and employment area permits an 
employee who prevails in a lawsuit brought under the 
statute to recover not only compensatory dam-
ages but also attorneys' fees and costs. 
Another approach increasingly used by the 
federal and state legislatures is the imposition 
of criminal penalties against individual man-
agers or supervisors for violation of certain 
statutes relating to employee rights. The 
thinking behind this development is that the 
legislature desires to hold individual manag-
ers and supervisors personally accountable or 
responsible for the wrongdoing they seek to 
outlaw. It is believed that simply with mone-
tary damages it is too easy for a corporation 
or an insurance carrier to pay a damage 
award, and that the individual supervisor or 
manager remains unscathed. In order to bring 
about individual accountability for execu-
tives, it is thought that resort to criminal pros-
ecutions should be used more frequently. 
The use of the criminal process in other 
types of business regulation has been with us 
for many years. For example, in the antitrust 
area, consumer fraud, and with respec~ to. the 
regulation of securities, crimi~al prosecuuons 
have occurred on a regular bas1s. On the oth-
er hand, the resort to criminal prosecutions 
has been rare with respect to employment leg-
islation. However, in recent years at the fed-
eral level there have been a steadily increas-
ing number of criminal pro~utions. 
amendments to wage and hour legislation which would 
further criminalize certain types of employer conduct. 
Employers faced with potential criminal liability face 
a myriad of problems. The most frequent problem that 
can arise, and a problem that requires creative solu-
The good news is that someone ha 
finally built a custom, full service 
high-tech Executive Center ... 
13 
The bad news is that we only have 8 
suites left and over 200,000 people 
are reading this ad ..• 
For example, in the subject of employee 
benefits regulated by the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act, there has been an 
increase in the number of criminal ~rosecu­
tions for the filing of false reports or mforma-
tion with the United States Department of La-
bor. With respect to occupational safety and 
health matters, the federal government has 
stepped up prosecution of individuals whose 
wilful violation of OSHA standards has result-
ed in the death of an employee. 
In California, we are able to dete~t .the ·d 1 d d t B s·ness 
Sam
e trend of increasing resort to the c~mm~l The Ontario Comm Center combines a large staff with state-of-the-art office automation to provr eo~ epen en u ' 
process. For instance, recently the Califorma People and Branch Offices a Prestigious. High Quality and Professronally Managed Executrve rce. 
Occupational Safety & Heal.t~ Act w~s Some of our On-Site features include: 
mended to include several addiuonal provt- • Photocopying. Fax. Electronic ~ail . 
:ions relating to potential c~minal prosecu- • Prestigious Class "A" Custom Building . • Electronic Dictation Equipment rn Each Surte 
tions. Under the new act, vanous reports and • 225 Square Foot Private Windowed Surtes • Laser Printing and Typesetting .-==~~-----------------, • 4-Line Telephone/Computer System • Coffee and Tea Servrce 
- I' 
9 9 9 F 
• Secretariai/'Wbrd Processing Services • Full-Time. on Site Maintenance Staff 
• Personalized Telephone Answering • 10 000 Square Foot Atrium Courtyard 
• Professional Lobby Receptron · . 
· · nd Branch Offices are locating at the Ontano Comm Center. 
Discover why more and more Inland Edmprre . B~srn~::~u~ive Office facility Call (714)941-0333 to schedule a personal tour. 
Southern California's most advanced an prestrgrous · 
"Fortune 500" Amenities Made Affordable For Small Businesses 
ONTARIO COMM CENTER ~~ EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario • (714) 941-0333 
Be sure to ask about our San Francisco a.y Area Location 
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A SLICE OF THE QUALITY LIFE IN MORENO VALLEY 
by Catherine Zimring 
The City of Moreno Valley incorporat-
ed in 1984 with a population of 49,702 
people; five years later the population 
has increased to 115,000 with no signs of 
the dizzying rate of growth slowing 
down. Such a pace might overwhelm 
some communities, but Moreno Valley 
adopted a progressive comprehensive 
General Plan in 1988 and has managed 
its growth in such a way as to improve 
the quality of life for people in this com-
munity. 
Many residents view the growth as an 
opportunity to grow along with the city. 
Pat Dorobiala was attracted to Moreno 
Valley's growth and vitality. "The growth 
of the population and businesses here is 
very exciting," said Dorobiala, "and I re-
alized that there would be expanding op-
portunities for my own company here." 
Dorobiala owns DMA, Inc., a manage-
ment consulting firm to businesses and 
homeowner associations. Despite an ac-
tive business, she's managed to find time 
to carve a place for herself in the com-
munity through memberships in the 
Chamber of Commerce, the Womens' 
Networking Group and the American As-
sociation of University Women. 
"In Moreno Valley I feel like an ac-
tive, contributing member of the commu-
nity," she said. "There are so many op-
portunities for residents to get involved 
and help shape the future!" 
A similar spirit of involvement and vol-
unteerism spurred Paulette Davis to 
serve as vice chairwoman of the Friends 
of the Moreno Valley Senior Center, 
which she's been involved with since its 
creation in 1984. 
"The purpose of the organization is to 
help raise funds for the Senior Center, 
the van service for the elderly and handi-
capped, and other Senior programs," she 
noted. 
"Starting in July, we'll have a senior 
citizens' softball league," said Bob 
Miles, the City's superintendent of recre-
ation. "In addition, they and their fami-
lies enjoy a wide range of activities, 
from softball and soccer leagues to ten-
nis, volleyball and karate." 
He noted that the wide range of activi-
ties and programs sponsored by the City 
are expanding to meet the growth of the 
area. Moreno Valley currently has 94 
acres of park land, for example, with 176 
more acres scheduled to be opened with-
in the next two years. 
Educational opportunities are expand-
ing also. "The Moreno Valley campus of 
Riverside Community College is here to 
serve the entire community, and will of-
fer educational, cultural and recreational 
opportunities for everyone," said Campus 




Chino Valley Bank, with a capital position 
allowing for loans in excess of $7,500,000, is ... 
THE INDEPENDENT BANK 
FOR BUSINESS 
Specializing in ... 
• Commercial Lending 
• Construction Financing 
• Accounts Receivable Financing 
• Money Market Multiplier Account 
Earn $100,000 TCD rate on personal and business money 
market accounts with average balance of $25,000 
CHINO MAIN · (714) 627-7316 
EAST CHINO · (714) 591 -7591 
CORONA · (714) 734-6120 
POMONA • (714) 629-4151 
COLTON ~ (714) 825-9800 
ARCADIA · (818) 445-7350 
SOUTH ARCADIA· (818) 446-311 8 
MEMBER FDIC 
ONTARIO AIRPORT · (714) 980-1080 
ONTARIO · (714) 983-1390 
UPLAND · {714) 946-6921 
SAN BERNARDINO · (714) 381 -5561 
COVINA · (818) 915-8931 
SAN GABRIEL · (818) 286-3166 
Phase I is currently underway on the 
130-acres site. "The campus will offer a 
complete academic program for full-time 
students, as well as free community 
classes open to the public," said Rich-
ardson. There will also be joint ventures 
with the City, which will include a pub-
lic park, pool and theater on campus. 
The campus will officially open on 
March 13, 1991, coinciding with the 
75th anniversary of Riverside Communi-
ty College. When all three development 
phases are completed, the college will 
serve about 12,000 students. 
To meet the demand for hospital care, 
the Moreno Valley Medical Center is 
under construction, and is scheduled to 
open in September, 1990. The $35 mil-
lion full-service community hospital will 
be a 96-bed facility, with a 24-hour 
emergency and outpatient service, em-
ploying approximately 250 people. 
Mayor Denise Lanning also believes 
that the best is yet to come for Moreno 
Valley. The commitment demonstrated 
by major developers and nationally 
known retailers in Moreno Valley has al-
ready resulted in greater options and 
convenience for residents. She noted the 
anchorage of chains such as the Broad-
way and Sears at the TownGate mall, 
and other well known retailers and dis-
counters such as Mervyns and the Home 
Club. 
In addition to these recent develop-
ments, Lanning is pleased with signifi-
cant upgrades in police and fire depart-
ment services. "The ratio of police 
officers to residents has increased, as 
have the number of traffic patrols," she 
stated. The City is also planning to en-
hance the fire department by bringing 
more firemen and equipment to Moreno 
Valley. "Because of these upgrades, resi-
dents have reason to feel safer and better 
protected," said Lanning. 
In five-and-a-half brief years, Moreno 
Valley has made dramatic progress in 
developing an exceptional quality of life. 
"We're making great strides toward this 
challenging goal," asserted Lanning, 
"and people from all walks of life are in-
volved in this exciting process!" 
Quick Take 
The Western Division of Cumberland-
Swan, Inc. located in Rancho Cucamon-
ga was presented an award for safety 
from Liberty Mutual Insurance Corpora-
tion. The award recognizes the company 
for working more than 130,000 manhours 
without a loss-time accident. 
Cumberland-Swan is a manufacturer of 
health and beauty aid products serving 
the Western United States. The Western 
Division Plant employs 32 people. 
l> ' . \9 \ 
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Bucking The State-Wide Trend: Inland Empire Home Prices Continue To 
Escalate While Number Sold Remains Fairly Steady; 
Industrial Real Estate Demand Strong 
Today's Executives Opt 
For All Work And No Play 
Days of 18-Hole Business 
Gatherings Draw To Close 
Bucking the state-wide trend which 
saw prices for single-family resale 
homes decrease slightly in recent 
months, prices for homes in San Bernar-
dino and Riverside counties continued to 
show hefty increases - both month-to-
month in most months and versus a year 
ago. While fluctuating, the number of re-
sale units sold remained fairly steady 
versus a year ago. 
Simultaneously, the indus-
The only months with appreciable 
drop-offs in the number of units sold were 
this February and March, when 2,642 
units sold in Riverside in February versus 
2, 709 the prior year; and 2,424 homes 
sold in San Bernardino this February ver-
sus 2,536 the prior year. Prices softened 
in San Bernardino in February versus 
January, but then immediately resumed 
their upward climb. 
(13.5% growth), Moreno Valley (12.3), 
Fontana (11.4), Rancho Cucamonga 
(9.2) and Rialto (8.8). Indeed, so rapid 
has been the growth that in some areas it 
is outstripping the abilities of sewer, wa-
ter, and electrical utilities and civic ser-
vices to serve the newcomers adequate-
ly. 
Corona has been the fastest-growing 
city in the state with a population of at 
In a just-completed nationwide survey 
that asked executives how important par-
ticipatory sports activities are to busi-
ness connections and networking, only 
four percent of respondents considered 
them very important and a full 57 per-
cent said they were unimportant. 
trial market has continued to 
boom in the Inland Empire, 
especially in the "west end" 
comprised of Chino, Fonta-
na, Montclair, Upland, Onta-
rio, Mira Lorna and Rancho 
Cucamonga. A total of 3.4 
Corona has been the fastest-growing city in the 
state with a population of at least 50,000 for sever-
al years running, and here civic services and utili-
ties have kept pace with growth. 
least 50,000 for several 
years running, and here 
civic services and utilities 
have kept pace with 
growth. City promotional 
literature touts this fact. 
Says 1 im Bradley, execu-
tive vice president of the 
The survey was developed by Accoun-
temps, the world's largest temporary per-
sonnel service for accounting, bookkeep-
ing and information systems, and was 
conducted by an independent market re-
search firm among executives of 200 of 
the nation's 1000 largest companies. 
Respondents were asked: How impor-
tant is it for business connections and 
networking to participate in sports activi-
ties with colleagues? Their answers 
were: 
million square feet of indus-
trial space was sold or leased in the first 
three months of 1990 in Riverside and 
San Bernardino counties, according to a 
study by Grubb & Ellis, with 2.5 million 
square feet attributable to the west end, 
nearer Los Angeles. 
According to TRW real estate data, 
the average price of a resale home was 
$144,851 in Riverside in April 1990; ver-
sus $131 ,252 in April of 1989. The situa-
tion in San Bernardino was comparable 
if slightly lower: $139,874 this April ver-
sus $129,259 in April of last year. The 
number of units sold in Riverside was 
virtually identical in the two months in 
question at 3,163-3,164, while San Ber-
nardino saw an increase from 2,808 to 
2,950. 
lllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllll!llllll 
While it is true that average single-
family home resale prices softened 
slightly in Riverside in April verus 
March - going from S 146,891 to 
$144,861 - the decrease was less dras-
tic than the average reported state-wide. 
Overall, homeowners in the two-county 
area have reason to be thankful. 
Part of the reason for the relatively 
buoyant residential real estate market in 
the Inland Empire is the sheer growth of 
the area overall. Not only was Riverside 
County the fastest-growing county in the 
state last year, increasing by 8.3 percent 
to 1.11 million residents; but five of the 
ten fastest-growing mid-size cities of 
50,000 or more people in the state were 
located in the Inland Empire: Corona 
local Chamber of Com-
merce, "Being the fastest-growing city 
does carry a certain amount of prestige. 
It shows a positive side of your city as 
long as you do it right. But if it's just 
showing growth for growth's sake, then 
it's suicidal." 
Riverside/San Bernardino's strength as 
a high-growth area is further reflected in 
the fact that it placed second in the na-
tion in new housing starts during the first 
quarter with 7,991 units, right behind 
much larger Los Angeles/Long Beach. 
Though new unit construction tumbled 
an average of 25% in these two Southern 
California major markets, the activity 
was still considered healthy compared to 
the rest of the nation. 
Apartment Homes ... 
very important, 4%; somewhat impor-
tant, 39%; somewhat unimportant, 28% 
and not at all important, 29%. 
"In today's high-pressure business envi-
ronment, even networking techniques are 
evaluated for their ability to achieve 
maximum results," said Max Messmer, 
chairman of Accountemps. "The need to 
make every minute count just doesn't ac-
commodate frequent relaxed sports out-
ings when business is the motive. 
"This certainly doesn't diminish the 
importance of networking or physical ex-
ercise," said Messmer. "But the 15 min-
utes of business previously conducted 
over 18 holes of golf may have gone the 
way of the three martini lunch." 





In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and more! 
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes 
offer an array of outstanding features including private garages 
with openers and washers/dryers. 
From the San Bernardino Frwy 0-10), take 
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right 
on Foothill 1 mile to Milliken Ave. then left 
1 block to Church St. Turn left again 1 block 
to Elm Ave. then right to Del Mar. 
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CITY FATHERS MUST BACK ONTARIO AIRPORT 
Orang~ County ~ontinues to disp~a~ Disneyland logic in dumping its problems on 
s~ound1~g c?unt.Ies. Need a new Jall? No problem- just explore the desert out-
Side of R1vers1de. Need a ~ew . place to dump your garbage? No problem -just find 
a revenue~hung~ commumty m the Inland Empire that can stomach a landfill. Need 
a new regional auport? No problem- just find an out-of-the-way mothballed Air 
Force base named George and tout it as the answer 
George might make sense for long-haul coast-to-~oast and intercontinental flights 
wh~re on-the-ground travel time isn't that critical, but is a ridiculous choice for short 
reg1onal hops be_cause of .the unavoidably long travel time to get there, Bullet Train 
or no _Bullet. Tram. We thmk that the city fathers in the west Inland Empire-
Ontano, Chmo, Up~an~, Montclair, etc. - had better wise up in a hurry and jointly 
protect the substantial Interest they have in the Ontario Airport. It's ideal for short 
hops . b~ause the commute time from Orange County, especially with high-speed 
trans1·t,· 1s much less than to George AFB. Also, the Ontario Airport is currently un-
de~t.Ihzed, and could take up much of the slack from John Wayne Airport. 
. Clty ~a~ers, protect that investment you have in the airport and in all the new of-
flee bmldmgs and hotels dotting the airport area. Persuade the powers-that-be in Or-
ange County, especially the Board of Supervisors, to give Ontario Airport a second 
look! 
HARD WATER COULD SPELL HARD TIMES 
In the range of critical issues facing the Inland Empire, none exceeds in urgency 
in our view the future need for potable water. Not traffic gridlock on our freeways, 
not the quality of air, not mass transit - nothing is more important than our future 
water supply here. Even now, groundwater throughout much of the Inland Empire 
must be blended with purer water from Northern California to be palatable. What 
happens if those supplies of purer water dry up? Hard water could spell hard times 
for those communities accustomed to rapid and seemingly unending growth, based 
upon ample soft water supplies. 
We support a regional task force to ask questions and seek answers as to what our 
future water resources will be in the Inland Empire, and to encourage private utili-
ties to bring in more pure water. 
SPORTS TWINPLEX MAKES SENSE 
We applaud the city of Fontana leadership for having the vision and foresight to 
try to develop a major sports and entertainment complex and bring professional 
sports franchises into the Inland Empire. Certainly, they have stolen the march from 
other area municipalities which might have wanted to do a similar thing but now 
find themselves at least a year behind the Fontana group. 
Intelligence has been shown in turning over negotiations and management of the 
complex to a professional entertainment firm, and offering the sports franchises that 
choose to sign a lease a piece of the action in the sports complex itself. This ought 
to make them want to stay and build for the future . 
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Guest Commentary 
Getting California's Tourism 
Promotional Budget Back 
Where It Belongs: 
Support Proposed 
Senate Bill No. 6 
by Sonny Bono 
Mayor/Palm Springs 
As mayor of one of California's 
most famous and popular resort cit-
ies, Palm Springs, I strongly support 
passage of Senate Bill No. 6, which 
would provide additional funding for 
tourism efforts statewide. According 
to the United States Travel and Tour-
ism Administration, tourism is this 
country's third largest industry, gener-
ating $313 billion in expenditures an-
nually. More than 5 million Ameri-
cans are employed in tourism jobs 
and an additional 2.3 million provide 
indirect support. Tourism is rated the 
number one industry, along with agri-
culture, in California. 
In 1988, U.S. and international trav-
elers generated $39 billion in federal, 
state and local tax revenues. More 
than 34 million international travelers 
visited the United States, spending in 
excess of $18.4 billion. This market 
has a significant impact on California, 
which was rated as the number one 
U.S. destination in a recent USTI A 
survey of the top twelve international 
markets. An unprecedented 4.6 mil-
lion overseas tourists visited Califor-
nia last year, an increase of 2.2 mil-
lion since 1985. 
In California, international and do-
mestic travel-related expenditures to-
taled $31.5 billion in 1988, generating 
$789 million in local taxes and $1 .25 
billion in state taxes. The state Depart-
ment of Commerce estimated that 
more than 500,000 Californians are 
employed in jobs directly related to 
travel. In the desert area, travel expen-
ditures totalled $1.5 billion, with $33 
million in local taxes and $59 million 
in state taxes. Palm Springs and its 
neighboring communities make up 
the only significant tourist market in 
the region. 
In the Palm Springs area an estimat-
ed 2.5 million visitors spend approxi-
mately $1 billion each year on area 
hotels, restaurants, entertainment and 
services. These expenditures generate 
transient occupancy taxes, which go 
directly into each city's general fund. 
The vast majority of the area's work-
ers are employed in the tourism in-
dustry. These same workers contrib-
ute additional sales and property taxes 
to the communities of the Coachella 
Valley. 
With its enonnous financial impact 
on Palm Springs and the desert resort 
communities, and on the entire state, 
tourism is vital to the continued 
growth and health of our economy. 
California is the number one state in 
tenns of tourism receipts, but, unfor-
tunately, we fall far behind other 
states in tourism promotion budgets 
and spending. In 1988, California 
spent just five cents for each visitor it 
attracted, while other states were 
spending an average of twenty cents 
per visitor annually. The typical visitor 
spent an average of $336 while visiting 
our state. 
Even if the California legislature in-
creases the 1990/91 tourism marketing 
budget to the $7.3 million recom-
mended by Governor Deukmejian, 
California would place just sixteenth in 
the country for tourism budgets. Sen-
ate Bill No. 6 will provide approxi-
mately $25 million annually for pro-
moting California tourism. We need to 
have this type of budget to stay com-
petitive in the tourism market 
The bill would impose a statewide, 
half-cent, transient occupancy tax for 
funding. The bill would establish the 
California Council on Tourism as a 
separate department dedicated to the 
promotion of tourism in California. 
The funds generated by SB 6 would 
provide for expanded tourism promo-
tional programs, utilizing domestic 
markets. The council would also selec-
tively fund regional and local projects 
intended to improve and promote tour-
ism throughout the state, national, and 
international markets. 
Tourism has always been the life-
blood of Palm Springs. Our continued 
economic health and expansion con-
tribute to the quality of life for both 
residents and visitors. We cannot af-
ford to rest on our reputation and as-
swne that the international and domes-
tic tourist will continue to choose 
California, without the benefit of a 
strong marketing campaign. Without a 
substantial tourism budget, California 
may lose a share of its market to such 
states as Alaska, Texas, South Caroli-
na, and others that are already luring 
visitors with sophisticated and well-
funded promotional campaigns. 
We need to support SB 6 to ensure 
that we maintain our spot as the fore-
most resort state in the country. I urge 
everyone who wants to see California 
continue to flourish to support this bill 
and our efforts on behalf of this vital 
state industry. 
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This monJh the Inland Empire Bus,· 1 
· d · ness ournal conducted 
ln- ep~h lnlerview with Marvin Malecha, Dean of the Colle a; 
of EnvLronmenJal Design a1 Cal Poly-Pomona. g 
IEBJ: Tell us something about the history of your vari-
ous architecture programs. For example, when did your 
school begin, and when were various specialties added to 
the curriculum? 
The College of ~nvironmental Design is comprised of four 
departm~nts: Architecture, Landscape Architecture Urban 
~d Regional Planning, and Environmental Studies.' In addi-
tlO~ there ar~ support units which compliment the academic 
umts. These mclude, The Institute for International Studies 
The Ce~ter for Environmental Design Education, The Insti~te 
for E~vrronmental Design Research, The Computer-Aided In-
struction .Laboratory and The College Resource Collection 
and Arch1ve. 
some urge tofu thai service 
into the well being of the communily, 
these are the the most vital things 
thai educalion must try to produce." 
Virginia Gildersleeve, Educator 
IEBJ: From where do you tend to draw the majority of 
your students? 
The majority of our students are from Southern California; 
however we do draw students from the entire state of Califor-
nia. In fact we attract more than 1400 applications irl archi-
tecture for 140 positions. 
design, landscape construction, plant materials and design, 
urban landscape, world gardens, etc. Additionally, there are 
many electives, some of them very practically-oriented such 
as "turf management" and "landscape sprinkler architecture." 
The urban regional planning option is a very broadly-based 
program incorporating courses irl planning, research, graphics 
and design, urban transportation, plan development, the histo-
ry of urban planning in America, regional planning, growth 
management, industrial development, neighborhood revival, 
computer-based planning, and many more disciplines. 
IEBJ: Could you give us an estimate of what percentage 
of your graduates you place or are currently working In 
firms doing considerable business In the Inland Empire? 
We place approximately one-quarter of our graduates in the 
Inland Empire. 
IEBJ: Could you tell us something about your back-
ground? 
. I am a Minnesotian by birth. I attended St. Thomas College 
m St. Paul, The University of Minnesota and Harvard Univer-
sity. I am married with two children and have lived in Califor-
nia, specifically Claremont, sirlce 1976. I am an architect as 
well ~s an educator and I continue to maintain a consulting 
prachce to stay relevant in my profession and thereby refresh 
my teaching. I have experience in corporate practice and 
worked on a number of large projects, the most recognizable 
of which is Citicorp Center in New York (the silver angled 
roof structure) while I was at Hugh Stubbins and Associates. 
IEBJ: What do you enjoy most about your work? 
I enjoy nurturing the creative spirit in people. The Dean's 
job is a people job; I like people. 
IEBJ: What do you enjoy least about your work? 
Th~ Department of Landscape Architecture was the frrst ac-
ademic program. irlitiated in 1957 withirl the School of Agri-
culture. Urban and Regional Plannirlg came as an option m 
1966 and when the Architecture option was initiated m 1969 
the three programs were organized as a division of Environ-
mental Design. withirl the School of Agriculture. In 19711 the 
School of Envrronmental Design was founded with three de-
partments. In 19851 College status was granted to the school 
and irl 1987 the Department of Environmental Studies was 
1 
founded. The College Resource Center was founded in 1972 
and the Archive was added irl 1985. The Computer Aided In-
struction Laboratory was established irl 1984. The Institute for 
Environmental Design and the Institute for International Stud-
ies were founded irl 1985. The Center for Environmental De-
sign Education was founded in 1988. Currently the College is 
working to establish a Center for Urban Research; discussions 
are underway with the City of Ontario. We are also nearing 
the irlitiation of an Interior Architecture program. 
IEBJ: To what do you attribute the excellent reputation 
of your programs? 
IEBJ: Could you give us an overview of the curriculum 
for each of your majors (specialties)? 
I hate to assess failure when I see potential. I hate to turn 
people away from our College because we do not have the re-
sources to teach them. I must try to make quality on the basis 
of broken promises our politicians make. California needs en-
lightened leadership to support education. 
Our students are well prepared to enter professional prac-
tice and they have been given a broad education. The Col-
lege has adapted the followirlg quote as a motto: 
The core curriculum in Architecture irlcludes various intro-
ductory courses, 11 courses in architectural design, plus 
courses in structures, building construction, environmental 
controls, historical architecture, seismic design, urban plan-
ning, etcetera. Additionally, there are 14 electives. 
IEBJ: How do you like to spend your time away from 
your work? 
I enjoy travel, not in organized groups but on my own with 
my wife. I also love to sketch. 
"Some knowledge of the past, 
some vision of the future, 
some skill to do useful service, 
The landscape architecture option includes various intro-
ductory courses, basic, intermediate and advanced landscape 
GUEST COMMENTARY 
THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING CRISIS II: LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S IMPACT 
by John Zakoske 
Lately the lack of affordable housing 
for the middle class has become a popu-
lar subject of debate. Some argue that 
the federal government is to blame and 
others will point the finger at the "greedy 
developers," but a common view is to at-
tach a portion of the blame to local gov-
ernment land use policies and the devel-
opment review process. 
The Claremont Institute's Golden State 
Project has published a number of inter-
esting articles on this subject. Gary 
Hull's "The American Nightmare - How 
Government Regulation and the No-
Growth Movement Are Destroying Ho-
meownership" suggests that government 
regulation can double the cost of a new 
home in Orange County. The extra costs 
come from delays, zoning restrictions, 
permit conditions, excessive code re-
strictions and developer fees. Represen-
tative David Dreier (R-33rd District), 
Chairman of the Congressional Task 
Force on Housing, also acknowledges 
the impact of local regulation on afforda-
ble housing. Dreier feels that "S? long as 
this regulatory process contmues to 
threaten housing affordability. proposa~s 
to expand federal housing progra~s wtll 
be ineffective. Congress can do httle to 
solve the affordability problem for low 
- and middle - income families unless 
steps are taken by state and local go.v-
ernments to lighten the load of restnc-
tive housing policies." . . 
The situation in the Inland Emprre IS 
probably better than in Orange County 
- fees are about $10,000 per lot less, 
and zoning restrictions may not be as ex-
clusionary. Overall, local government in 
our counties is concerned about the af-
fordability question (I know that San 
Bernardino County has held several 
workshops to address the problem), but 
there is no doubt that many of the same 
conditions that impact Orange County 
housing also drive 
(assuming similar relative income distri-
bution in Southern California and the na-
tion). Given this news, it should be no 
surprise to find that affordability is 
shrinking fast. 
Housing advocates complain that local 
government leaders are persuaded 
against permitting low-income housing 
by vocal residents. The costs of these 
policies are 
up the cost of 
homes in this re-




cluding fees, that 
still amounts to an 
extra $56,000 for 
the $168,000 aver-
age new home in 
the Inland Empire 
(based on Dec. 
1989 figures in the 
Inland Empire Ec-
"So long as this regulatory process 
continues to threaten housing afforda-
bility, proposals to expand federal hous-
ing programs will be ineffective. Con-
gress can do little to solve the 
affordability problem for low- and 
middle - income families unless steps 
are taken by state and local govern-
ments to lighten the load of restrictive 
housing policies." 
passed on to 
the new home 
buyers, who 
have no say in 
the matter be-
fore they move 
in, and who 
quite often dis-
play notorious-
ly low voter 
turnout rates af-
ter moving into 
their new com-
munity. The 
fact is that resi-
onomic Council's Quarterly Economic 
Report). If you purchased this average 
home, $11 ,200 of your down payment 
and $410 of your monthly payment would 
go towards financing this extra cost. The 
income needed to qualify for the home 
has increased from $42,000 to $63,000! 
Using the national income qualifying 
figures in a Los Angeles Times article cit-
ed by Gary Hull, ("Reform of Local Reg-
ulations Urged," 8/17/86), we can calcu-
late that government regulation has 
eliminated over 400,000 people from pur-
chasing the average-priced home here 
dents rarely turn out at City Council 
meetings to laud a new development, 
and Council members are realistically 
compelled to listen to those who are vo-
cal. It is unfortunate that the developer 
does not have the authority to vote for 
the future residents of the project in the 
same fashion that he may commit those 
residents to future Mello Roos payments 
and other significant costs. 
In reviewing these criticisms of local 
government, it is important to keep in 
mind the monumental task of trying to 
effectively run a city or county in the 
post-Proposition 13 world. It is clearly 
unfair to blame local government for do-
ing what they must to finance needed 
improvements, and for answering the re-
quests of its citizens. It is no coinci-
dence that developer fees have risen dra-
matically since Prop. 13. Some of these 
increases are reasonable - new devel-
opment should pay its fair share - but 
others are not. Furthermore, it does not 
make good economic sense to pass these 
fees onto the buyers who have to pay 
market rates to finance them, when cit-
ies have the ability to borrow at more 
economical rates and pass the costs onto 
the residents in the form of general obli-
gation bonds and Mello-Roos districts. 
Certainly we do l}ave some enligh-
tened civic leaders in the Inland Empire, 
and we have seen a number of communi-
ties get together and finance needed im-
provements without placing a regressive 
burden on the new home buyers. More 
people are becoming concerned about 
the affordability question, and steps are 
being taken to help matters. We do need 
some kind of fiscal reform in Sacramen-
to that will lift the burden off of new 
housing, and local government must try 
to balance the concerns of current resi-
dents with their citizens of tomorrow. 
John Zakoske is administrative assistant 
to Ralph Lewis, founder and chairman of 
the Board of Lewis Homes, headquartered 
in Upland. 
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Sq. Ft. planned 
by developer 
Total/Contiigous 
Profile Site Focys 
Acres/Bldg Comp. Primary Uses 
Largest Bldg. 
Amenities Leasing 
1 R.C. Dist. Center 1 1 426 ~94 
Rancho Cucamonga O'D ' 93,346 171 whse/dist Sante te Rail Servtce T.Evans/D.Longo/L.Santoro 
2 SDC Fontana 
Fontana 










whse/dist. So. Pacific rail service SDC Development 
(714) 644-6440 
3 Ontario Dist. Center 900 000 90 000 45 hs 'd. R F 11 !R J hnl'' p On . • • w e,, 1St. . u er . o .J . entmg tano Purdential RE 50,000 3 Collins Fuller 
4 Sunswest Professional Park 
Hospitality Lane 








retaiVindust. on-site leasing agent Jack McDuffie 
The Sunset Group 
(714) 788-0880 
5 H~yes Industrial Center 700,000 250,000 32 whse/dist. Union Pacific rail service D. Hayes 
Mua Lorna Hayes Co. 185,000 3 (714) 545-6566 
300,000 









whse/dist. G.Esnard/T. Evans/D. Longo/LSantoro 
Coldwell Banker 
(818) 810-6444 
7 R~n~ho _Cucamonga 633,000 633,000 130 whse/dist. Sante Fe rail T. Evans/D.Longo/L.Santoro 
DlStnbuuon Center O'Donnell/ 264,000 6 service Coldwell Banker 
8 Gateway Dist Center 
Fontana 








whse/dist. Southern Pacific rail service J.Dick/G.Esnard{f.Evans/D. Longo 
Coldwell Banker 
(818) 810-6444 
9 Lincoln Dist. Ctr. 590,000 271,000 33 whse/dist T. Evans/F. Geraci/J.Dick/0. Longo 
Fontana Lincoln Prop. Co 185,000 4 Coldwell Banker 










whse/dist. Jeff Spindler 
Grubb & Ellis 
(714) 983-2310 
11 San Sevaine lndust. Park 520,284 173,009 24.87 manufacturing/ fwy identify Dave Consani 
San Sevaine & 60 Fwy Greenleaf Dev. 6 industrial fenced & gated yards Coldwell Banker 
Mira Lorna, CA 122,197 (714) 788-0880 








mixed use/indust. Located in Agua Mansa 




13 :\larlborough Square 500,000 35,000 19 mixed use located in Agua Mansa Scott Herner 
Chicago Avenue Ray Magnon Prop. 17 industrial Enterprise Zone/ good fwy access Koll 
Riverside 40,000 (714) 781-6800 










whse/dist. Southern Pacific rail service R. Blakeslee/C.Bryan/J. Spindler 
Grubb & Ellis 
(714) 983-2330 
15 Colavin 444 444,000 444,000 1951 whse/dist. Sante Fe rail service F. Geraci/D. Longo 















Sante Fe rail service 
T. Evans/F. Geraci/D. Longo/D Santoro 
Coldwell Banker 
(818) 810-6444 
17 Westgate Dist. Center 430,339 124,400 20.63 ~hareh.ouse dist easy freeway access C. Morris . 
341 Bonnie Cir. 4 mdustnal Grubb & Ell1s 
Corona Lincoln Propenies 142,349 (714) 937-0881 
18 Corona Hills lndust. Cntr. 












19 Champagne Series 347,300 347,300 16 whse/dist T. D'Angelo/R. Blakeslee/G. Blum 
Ontario Union Pacific 99,000 6 Grubb & Ellis 
:l) Principle 
Rancho Cucamonga 









whse/dist. Sante Fe rail service F. Geraci 
Coldwell Banker 
818 810-6444 
21 Pacesetter Indus. Center 303,000 69,000 78 build to suit fully improved sites Bob O 'Connor 
2395 Railroad Ave. 2 lot sales no bonds Coldwell Banker 
Corona Business Prop 44,000 (714) 788-0880 















23 State College Bus. Park 199,007 144,273 !~.04 manufacturing/dtsl. 2MO acre master-planned park G. Harvey/A. Day 
Hallmark Parkway 352,253 Coldwell Banker 
San Be rnardino Greenleaf Devel. 54,734 (714) 788-0880 






manufact/dist/indust. H-4 occupancy ratings for more 




25 Interchange Industrial Park 146,253 89,1 35 95 manufact /dtst. easy access to 91 & 15 fw) s D. Consam/B. Carroll 
Joy Street Vfcssinger Invest. 4 Coldwell Banker 
Corona 53,976 (71-l) 788·0880 
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Advertising Cont. From Page 9 
is the larger, daily newspapers. But 
even here, there are strategic ways a 
good agency can help its clients 
"negotiate" lower rates through the use 
of better, more sophisticated planning. 
4. Ads That Work 
(the best news of aU) 
Nothing in advertising is as important 
or as valuable as a well produced ad! 
More and more research points to the 
primary importance of an ad's structure 
and content, making up to a 1500% dif-
ference in response between one ad and 
another! Contrary to what many people 
believe, gambling on "trial and error" ad-
vertising is avoidable. Yes, there will al-
ways be fine-tuning. But a good, suc-
cess-oriented ad agency will know the 
science of producing brochures, print 
ads, billboards, radio spots, television 
commercials, and sales videos that actu-
ally do sell a company's product or ser-
vice. 
Newspapers are usually not seriously 
trained in advertising. They shouldn't 
have to be. Their specialty is putting out 
a journalistically good newspaper. And 
it's the same with radio, cable and tele-
vision stations. Even highly qualified 
print shops and graphics studios are rare-
ly qualified to do serious advertising, 
and mostwill readily admit it. More ad-
vertising dollars are wasted on running 
hopelessly flawed advertisements than 
on any other single area of advertising. 
Too many advertisers spend thousands 
of dollars on brochures, direct mail, or 
high-cost media, and devote next to 
nothing in terms of cost of expertise to 
develop the right "message." The mo'st 
important role of an advertising agency 
is to make sure the client's target mar-
ket not only sees and/or hears the right 
message, but that it responds to that 
message in a concrete, measurable and 
consistent fashion. 
Advertising can be a jungle! Busines-
ses do waste millions of dollars each 
day on advertising that just doesn't 
work. But they don't need to. There are 
advertising agencies out there which 
will make a dramatic positive differ-
ence to their clients' bottom line. And 
when its a win/win situation, it can 
mean very large winnings indeed! 
Monorail Cont. From Page 8 
perience about 80% of their peak usage 
for two hours in the morning and two 
hours in the evening. In between 9:00 
a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on weekdays, exist-
ing transit systems can vary widely for 
capacity utilization. Between 7:00 p.m. 
and 6:30 a.m., transit systems are nearly 
deserted. That's why most systems close 
down between 1:00am. and 6:00a.m. 
Conversely, the SCMP is being de-
signed to be at 98% capacity utilization 
24 hours a day, 360 days a year. It will 
do this by filling its peak usage gaps 
with the movement of freight and solid 
~ 
THE COUNTRY STATION 
LET KCKC/KBON 







~ {714) 882-2575 
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waste (in sealed trains). No form of 
commercial transportation ever makes 
money carrying passengers only, and 
public transit is no exception. During 
the hours of little passenger usage and 
little freight usage, the SCMP will 
move solid waste out to two or three re-
mote sites. At these sites, the waste will 
be -sorted and recycled. Non-recyclable 
combustibles will be convened into en-
ergy to power the system and to aug-
ment the urban power grid. What little 
is left will go into landfills. This pro-
vides the SCMP with a sizable profit, 
high-utilization rate, 24 hour-a-day ser-
vice, and all of this without any public 
subsidy after the 20 year half-cent sales 
tax drops off. 
What does the SCMP mean to the In-
land Empire? Besides reduced road us-
age and traffic congestion, the Inland 
Empire will be tied together with a 
much more efficient form of transporta-
tion built in a network or grid. Each sta-
tion (portal) center will offer an em-
ployment base and potential location for 
high-density housing. Traditionally, 
good public transit means quality jobs 
for expanding urban areas. The SCMP is 
expected to be no different. In addition, 
there will be several areas in the Inland 
Empire where we expect to see major 
state-of-the-art maintenance facilities, 
manufacturing facilities and processing 
facilities - meaning potentially thou-
sands of quality jobs. The SCMP has 
been designed with the needs of the In-
land Empire, its businesses, residents 
and the future of the area in mind. 
"The extra money I earn as an AppleOne 
temporary, lets us take our dream vacations:' 
AppleOne is the fastest-growing independent e~ployment 
service in the West. We offer you temporary pos1t1ons 1n 
pleasant office environmen~s near your home. Turn your dream into 
reality! Call us and start sav1ng for your vacation now 
CORONA (114) 279-1100 DIAMOND BAR (114) 860-8610 FONTANA (114) 355-5491 
MONTCLAIR (114) 625-7576 RIVERSIDE (114) 358-1270 SAN BERNARDINO (714) 884-6351 
TEMECULA (714) 699-4585 UPLAND (714) 946-6229 
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Elliot Starts Construction Of 41- Moreno Valley Negoltatlng Agree-
Acre Project In Fontana ment For Development Of Whole-
General contractor Elliott Corporation 
has started phase I construction at the 
$36-million Inland Distribution Center, a 
41-acre industrial complex in Fontana. 
Two manufacturing and distribution fa-
cilities are being built in the $20-million 
phase I project, located at Slover and 
Jasmine. 
sale Warehouse 
The economic development department 
of the City of Moreno Vallley has re-
quested that the City Council allow it to 
proceed with negotiations that would re-
sult in bringing Price Savers, a wholesale 
membership warehouse headquarted in 
Salt Lake City, Utah, to the community. 
L.A. Gear Signs Lease At SDC De- Sunland-Inland Emlre President 
velopment's $40-M/1/Ion Inland Dis- Shull Named To Temecula Valley 
tributlon Center national Bank 6oard of Directors 
L.A. Gear Inc. has signed a lease val-
ued in excess of $14 million at the yet-to-
be-built Inland Distribution Center in 
Fontana. 
The 10-year lease is for a 402,532-
square-foot distribution facility at the 
$40-million Inland Distribution Center. 
Radiology Manager Appointed At 
New Rancho Cucamonga Health 
Care Facility 
San Antonio Community Hospital has 
announced the appointment of Kendall C. 
McKee as Radiology Manager at the 
Rancho San Antonio Medical Center, a 
new outpatient facility which will open in 
June 1990. 
----------------------------------Lusardi Begins $4.75 Million Colton 
Industrial Project 
Lusardi Construction Company has be-
gun building a $4.75 millon project incud-
ing seven concrete tilt-up office and light 
industriaVdistribution structures in Colton 
for Caliber Development The buildings, 
ranging from 6,000 to 88,000 sq. ft., will 
be situated at the intersection of High-
ways 215 and I-10. 
Hope Completes Construction Docu-
ments For Riverside Justice Center 
Hope Architects and Engineers has 
completed construction documents_ for the 
Riverside Southwest County Jusuc Cen-
ter in Rancho California. It will now go to 
bid. The project includes a 126,000 sq. ft. 
jail and a 31 ,800 sq. ft. sheriffs patr~l ~ta­
tion as part of an overall $33.6 million 
justice center. 
-----------------The Rouse Company Announces 
Third Major Department Store To 
Join Canyon Springs Mall In River-
side 
The Rouse Company developer of Co-
lumbia, Maryland, has lured Montgo~ery 
Ward to join the new Ca.nyon . Spnngs 
Mall. the first phase of which ~Ill be ~n 
800,000 square foot ups~ale ~ashi?n retail 
center being developed m RI~erside. The 
Rouse Company is developmg ~any_on 
Springs Mall in a joint partnership with 
T &S Development of Riverside. 
George Donaldson Promoted To 
Post At New Del Webb Community 
Del Webb Corporation has promoted 
George H. Donaldson to director of pla~­
ning and development for the. co~pany s 
new active adult commumty tn the 
Coachella Valley. 
Harry Shull, president of Sunland Com-
munities' Inalnd Empire Division, has 
been appointed as one of nine directors 
to the board of the new Temecula Valley 
National Bank, according to Harvey 
Mitchell, president of parent Escondido 
National Bank and its holding company, 
ENB. The new bank is scheduled to be 
operating as a separate entity by July. 
Marketing Team Named For Rancon 
Business Center 
Steven Palmer, director of marketing 
for commercial propeties developed by 
the Rancon Realty Funds, and Kevin 
Nellis, marketing manager for Rancon 
Financial Corporation, have assumed re-
sponsibility for property sales and leasing 
at Rancon Business Center, a 590-acre, 
master-planned commercial and industri-
al park in the Temecula Valley. 
Phllly In Ontario 
Hedley Builders, Inc. of Newport 
Beach has begun construction on Phila-
delphia Partnership located on East Phil-
adelphia in Ontario for Philadelphia Part-
ners. The three concrete tilt-up 
commercial buildings total 85,653 sq. ft., 
offer excellent freeway access and are 
near the Ontario Airport. 
$5 Million Office Project Slated For 
VIctorville 
Construction is scheduled to begin dur-
ing the second quarter o_f _1990 o_n Civic 
Business Centre, a $5 million office pro-
ject in Victorville, says David !"filler, 
vice president at Three D Enterpnses of 
Sherman Oaks, developer of the project. 
Up The Ladder In Chino 
Robert J. Schurheck has been appoint-
ed executive vice president and chief fi-
nancial officer of Chino Valley Bank. He 
will also hold the position of chief finan-
cial officer for CVB Financial Corp., par-
ent company of the bank. Schurhe~k 
joins CVB following sixteen years with 
The State Bank in Arizona, where he 
was senior vice president and cashier. 
First Phase of 300-Acre Mixed Use 
Project Underwar In Moreno Valley 
Construction is underway in the City of 
Moreno Valley on CenterPointe Office 
Plaza the $6 million first phase of the mast~r-planned 300-acre CenterP?inte 
business park, one of the largest mixed-
use developments in Riverside County, 
states Ferguson Partners of Irvine, devel-
opers. 
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BUILDING MATERIA~S 
BLOCK• CEMENT 
•ROCK • SAND 
9393 HAVEN AVE 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
OPEN 7 DAYS. 
WE DELIVER 
With a Toshiba tel~hone system, 
your business won't become terminal. 
When your phones break down, they become ominously 
silent. And even fast-growing businesses suffer a lack of calls. 
A lack of orders. A lack of business. 
With a Toshiba Perception® PBX 
telephone system, however, break-
~ downs are practically a thing of 
the past. It's the no-worry system 
so reliable, it'll keep those Galls 
coming in for years. And it . 
offers easy expandability and 
telephone compatibility with 
our other systems. 
Toshiba Perception. It 
. ... ~ . 
. . ' 
.. .. ... -: 
~- ~ ---- - . .. - . -
gives the competition a 
terminal case of envy. 
lbshllJa Amenca. Inc 
·- . 
ASK FOR GREG 
Inland Telephone 
(714) 946-5891 0 
RESULTS 
RECROVGERY 
• Adult and adolescent 
psychiatric services 
• Adult chemical dependency 
• Adolescent dual 
diagnosis program 
• Comprehensive mental 
health care company 
Knollwood Center 
Affiliated with 
Riverside Community Hospital 
and Behavioral Health Resources. 
5900 Brockton Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(714) 275-8400 
BEHAVIQML HEALTH Resuurces 
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Empty Promises: Bashing Toshiba Boom Boxes May 
Be Only The Beginning 
by Paul Hyman 
There always needs to be a bad guy. 
And now that the Soviets have become 
our dear friends, guess who's up next? 
Bashing Toshiba boom boxes may 
have been only the beginning. Today it's 
difficult to find anyone who will say any-
thing nice about the Japanese, and there 
seems to be a steady erosion of the cor-
dial mood toward that country. 
According to a Times/CBS News 
poll this month, 25% of Ameri-
cans say their feelings about 
Japan are "unfriendly," up 
from 19% last June and 8% in 
1985. 
What's the root of all this 
hostility? The survey cites two 
factors: the purchase of U.S. 
"landmarks," like Rockefeller Cen-
ter and Columbia Pictures, and the end 
of the cold war with the Soviets. But re-
gardless of the reasons, such a shift in 
sentiments could complicate an already 
difficult relationship with Japan. Rising 
anxieties have begun to increase the 
pressure for stronger measures on trade 
issues, say politicians. 
tries to pull Japan kicking and screaming 
to accept its global responsibility," he 
said. 
There is a long history of the United 
States urging Japan to "play fair." In Au-
gust 1972, President Nixon met with 
Prime Minister Tanaka to discuss the ex-
panding U.S. trade deficit with Japan, 
which had topped an unprecedented $3.8 
billion. To remedy the situation, Nixon 
called on the Japanese to reduce their 
nontariff trade barriers, to buy 
more American-made com-
puters, and to liberalize 
their businesses and distri-
bution system. 
In response, the Japa-
nese government prom-
ised to try to promote U.S. 
imports, to permit more 
sales of U.S. computer products 
in Japan and "to reduce the imbalance to 
more manageable size within a reasona-
ble period of time" - about three or four 
years. 
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A Wine and Food Survey by William 
This column is written for the business person 
who finds travel a necessity, as well as for those 
who believe that eating a fine meal with a very 
pleasant wine is a reward of travel and even life. 
Each month we shall comment on different 
restaurants, in the various cities that, I believe, 
are most often visited by business persons from 
the Inland Empire. These restaurants are chosen 
strictly on merit. All restaurants were personally 
visited./ plan to offer you brief surveys, in lieu of 
long reviews. 
The Sycamore Inn has won the pre-
stigious Golden Bacchus Award. It is 
one of only 13 restaurants in Southern 
California, and the only restaurant in the 
Inland Empire, to be so honored. 
Graded by the Southern California 
Restaurant Writers, the Golden Bac-
chus A ward is given to restaurants 
scoring 90 points or better out of a 
maximum of 100 in various members' 
evaluations. The group consists of 24 
writers who scored restaurants from 
Santa Barbara to the Mexican border. 
Restaurants were evaluated on food, 
service, ambiance, value and appropri-
ate wines. 
The Sycamore Inn, in Rancho Cuca-
monga, has offered truly outstanding 
dining since 1859. It boasts a wine cel-
lar of more than 7,500 bottles, out-
standing service and a gounnet menu. 
Joining the Sycamore Inn as Golden 
Bacchus winners were: Bouzy Rouge 
(Newport Beach), Caruso and Me (San 
Pedro), The Cellar (Fullerton), The 
Chronicle (Pasadena), Elario's (La Jol-
la), Five Crowns (Corona Del Mar), 
Mr. Stox (Anaheim), Phoenicia (Glen-
dale), Rex il Ristorante (Los Angeles), 
Rive Gauche (Palos Verdes Estates) 
and Valentino's (Santa Monica). 
There is hardly ever a disappointing 
wine from Dry Creek Winery. The 
winery's best value is its Chenin Blanc, 
and the 1988 is one of the best. It has a 
wonderfully fragrant, delicate bouquet 
of flowers, honey, and ripe fruit On the 
palate, most people would call it dry, 
and in fact it seems dry, but there is a 
slight amount of residual sugar. 
Recently on a program entitled 
"Reassessing U.S.-Japan Relations: A 
Public Debate," one of the speakers, 
Seizaburo Sato, a foreign policy advisor 
to several Japanese prime ministers, 
made reference to this "great transition-
al period" between the two countries, 
and noted that it is important the "two 
largest economies in the world maintain 
(strong) relations." 
Seventeen years later, on October 19, 
1989, U.S. Trade Representative Carla 
Hills spoke to the Japan National Press 
Club in Tokyo about her concern regard-
ing the massive U.S.-Japan trade deficit 
-an unprecedented $5o billion. THE FIRST NAME IN 
There's a tradition in Japan that every OFFICE FURNITURE RENTAL 
aspect of life has a front, omote, and a 
back, ura. Omote is the exterior, or ap- R Q 8 E RTS 
pearance; ura is the inside, or heart. Of-
ten, to avoid offending another party, a RENTS FURNITURE 
Japanese will say exactly the opposite of 
what he really believes. (714) 757 191 0 Itis 18~~~reJ~an~~i~ro~ _______ c_a_I_I_U_s~,w_e_'l_lc_o_m_e_t_o~y~o_u~-~-----~ 
But another speaker, Goldman Sachs 
International Vice Chairman Robert Hor-
mats, while agreeing with Sato, chas-
tised Japan for being "very slow in ac-
cepting its role in the world economy ... 
It should not be necessary for other coun-
Employment 
Opportunities 
open its doors to imports, and during that 
time the trade imbalance has increased 
thirteenfold. If our two countries are ever 
going to reestablish the strong bond they 
both crave, we'll need a little less omote 
and a lot more ura. 
Real Estate COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE 
Establish~ & highly respcclCd Soulhem California commc:rcial. industrial. and in~~cnt JU1 esute.~um 
· is Cll.panding its brokc:nge opcntion. Increuing market activity in Ute Inland Empue JS prov1dmg addtuonal 
1 · come nronnrrunity for our business. We are seamg Top Profesr~onals who wish to broaden ~~Ul ~-- ·Ut~ 
U!eir ca= in a non-corponte atmosphere where ccmpcnsation is cornmcnsunte W1 a ty. 
Ideal commisSion sales candidates should have a very successful sales performance no.cord and a strong 
desire for ~f1gure income. Experience should include corponte executive sales, real C'tate brokc:nge. or rela~ sales ca=. 01.1r tn.ining prognm will accommodate all expcncnce levels .. 
Ow' commission compenaation program is unmatched in the industry: If your goals tnelude ~ ~d 
economic independence and you wish to be associ&~ wilh an expcnmced and profea1onal orgaruz.auon, 
pleue forward your ruume in confidence to: Personnel Dept., P .0. Box 2348 
Riverside, California 92516-2348 
AB 4196 Cont. From Page 6 . 
would 0 out and purchase insurance should the Legislature enact th~s plan. Bu~ the g th h behav1·0 r would prove their point - for quesuons of busmess authors assert at sue . Th t ·t for 
· 1 1 11 employers can afford to offer health msurance. e oppor um Y survtva , no a h ·n _ those employers who could 
broadening insuranfc; cdovbelrae gme ~~mse~~~ tp~a:~!~ is currently on the market. AB 
purchase a more a .or a , 
4196 seeks, through reforms, to tap that employer resource. 
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SUBSCRIBE 
YES! I want to join today 's winners. Please send me the 
next 12 issues of Inland Empire Business Journal at the low 
introductory rate of $12.00. 
The Business Journal that provides you with 
sophisticated, authoritative, concise informa-
tion to help you operate your company more 
effectively and profitably - you will be 
updated and informed on new strategies to deal 
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IDEAS FOR THE INLAND EMPIRE 
HEALTH CARE 
When Is Enough Enough? 
by Britt Berrett, Assistant Administrator 
Doctor's Hospital of Montclair/Ontario Comm. Hosp. 
In defining the challenges facing the healthcare in-
dustry of the future, it must be clearly understood that 
we suffer from a reluctance to make hard and definitive 
decisions regarding how we deliver our healthcare. 
. In a c~ent co~~arative analysis of healthcare pro-
vtd~d by mdustnahzed nations, it was noted that the 
Un!ted States of America outspends every industrial 
nauon per capita, in Gross National Product and total 
dollars spent. Put into· perspective, this represents over 
$2 billion spent every day of 1990 on healthcare. And 
what has been purchased? MRis, CTs, angios, open 
heart surgery, organ transplants, animal organ trans-
plants, ad nauseum. Disturbingly, today our infant mor-
tality rate ranks 17th in industrial nations, and our ex-
pected life expectancy has experienced minimal 
growth and still lags behind many other countries. 
In evaluating the situation, the conclusion is drawn 
that our healthcare spending is out of control. In fact, 
this is true. It is the result of society's unwillingness to 
define when enough is enough. Healthcare ethicists 
have argued regarding our responsibility to provide 
healthcare; however, many agree that the most under-
standable model to the general public is based on a 
market/supply concept. Following a pure Keynsiain 
model, we should therefore adhere to a model of dimi-
nishing returns. At the point which an additional dollar 
spent does not provide additional benefit, that is the 
point at which healthcare costs are excessive. Unfortu-
nately, few have been willing to detennine this critical 
point. Government has aptly avoided the issue through 
a complex bureaucratic nightmare. They have promised 
comprehensive healthcare for everyone, and in return, 
reimbursed at pathetic levels. As part of a cost sharing 
process, the private and self-insured community has 
borne the brunt of the $700 billion price tag. In addi-
tion, the community hospitals of today continue to re-
quest additional funding perpetuating the myth that 
they can answer the problems of the healthcare indus-
try by receiving donations for pulse oximeters and EKG 
machines. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Clearly, the challenge facing the business industry to 
manage healthcare costs is twofold. 1) To determine 
how much we are willing to spend on healthcare, and 
2) To define services that we will provide with those 
limited dollars. This is the challenge for the corpora-
tions in the 21st Century. 
The healthcare industry needs committed business 
leaders to determine an acceptable level of healthcare 
for the society it supports. Great Britain, Canada and 
even the state of Oregon have attempted to do the 
same, with what could be considered favorable results. 
They have recognized the need to define the dol~ars to 
be spent and prioritized the healthcare to be provtded. 
Two billon dollars a day is a tremendous amount of 
money and will continue to grow until ~~ . business 
community is willing to accept the respons1b1hty to de-
fine the amount of spending to be committed to health-
care and the levels of care to be provided. 
ENTREPRENEUR 
The Future Of Entrepreneurship In 
The Inland Empire 
by Gerard D. Muttukumaru 
In the immortal words of Peter Drucker, "The purpose 
of business is to create and keep a customer.". Ted Lea-
vitt, the Dean of Marketers adds, "All ener~1es. of the 
entrepreneur should be directed toward sat1sfymg ~e 
customer, no matter what." Witho~t customers,. there IS 
no business. The process of gettmg and k~pmg cus-
tomers is marketing. Leadership and marketmg are the 
driving forces of entrepreneursh~p. . 
An entrepreneur is charactenzed as a nsk taker, an 
adventurer - the modem day version of .a pr~s~tor or 
even a cowboy. He or she is constantly tde~ttfyt~g . and 
seizing opportunities. "Seize the day," Robm Wllhams 
exhorted his followers in Dead Poets Society. This is 
what an entrepreneur must do to fulfill his or her desti-
ny. Opportunities abound in the Inland Empire. Yet 
these very opportunities can result in an obsessive even 
Machiavellian pursuit of opportunism without regard to 
the basic tenets of decent human behavior. Progress at 
any cost is destructive. 
One thing that transcends marketing is leadership, 
and it is this fact that can make or break an entrepre-
neurial company. "The vision thing" is what distin-
guishes an entrepreneur from an organization or corpo-
ration man. The entrepreneur must have a clearly 
articulated vision, mission and purpose for the enter-
prise. It is critical that the enterprise is built on a solid 
foundation of purpose, values, beliefs, ethics and integ-
rity. These characteristics must penneate the entire en-
terprise and begin with the leader and the top lieuten-
ants. 
Dr. Karl Menninger, a father of American Psychiatry 
aptly titled one of his books, Whatever Became Of Sin . 
Sin is not something confined to confessionals and sy-
nagogues. It is a violation of the most basic physical 
and moral laws. One of the greatest sins is greed, and 
greed destroys. This is another detenninant of the future 
of entrepreneurship in the Inland Empire. 
We have defined greed and opportunism. Felix Roha-
tyn, one of the nation's most respected investment 
bankers has characterized our age as an age of greed. 
Ted Koppel goes further, "Look at the heros of our 
time. They are no longer historians, philosophers and 
teachers, but the stars of Wall Street. God help us." 
Trammell Crow when asked at the end of an address at 
Harvard about the secret of his success, responded, 
"Love." A strange response in the cold and sometimes 
brutal world of entrepreneurship. 
The future of entrepreneurship in the Inland Empire is 
dependent on whether the entrepreneur can successful-
ly and honestly balance morality, values, ethics, integ-
rity, vision, purpose and trust - all being the essence 
of leadership. In addition, the entrepreneur must put an 
end to pride and arrogance remembering that he or she 
is a servant of the enterprise and society, remember 
that the customer is and always will be king, and de-
velop excellent public relations and a strong financial 
team. It is also necessary to develop an attractive in-
centive and compensation system for the most impor-
tant asset- people, and surround themselves with the 
best possible team of advisors who can help develop 
the next generation of leadership, and an effective and 
well-funded ownership succession plan with the pri-
mary purpose of preserving the enterprise. 
The best and most enduring enterprisers in the Inland 
Empire will be built and led by entrepreneurs who un-
derstand the global economy, internalize the fact that 
they are primarily marketers and sellers, have a deep 
sense of history, observe the basic principles of human 
behavior and decency with prince and pauper alike, 
achieve "adulthood" in their emotional and professional 
development, and care enough to bring out the very 
best in their people. 
True, we live and work in the nation's hottest market. 
Let the entrepreneur, however, not get caught up or 
burned in the heaL 
Gerard D. Muttukumaru MS. MBA is Managing Direc-
tor, Inland Empire Center for Family and Privately 
Owned companies and a principal in the Inland Empire 
Office Of Baker, Thomsen Associates, a prominent own-
ership succession, compensation and retirement p/an-
ningfirm. 
BANKING 
by DanielL. Thomas 
As for local banks, I believe the 1990's will bring 
about a stronger emphasis on relationship banking. 
The 1990s have begun with a somewhat unique credit 
crunch. As the Savings & Loan's adapt their lending 
programs to meet their newly regulated risk capital 
guidelines, they have retreated from industrial and 
commercial real estate lending. Coupled with this, is 
the ongoing deposit activity of numerous savings and 
loans being operated under the government's conservat-
orship program. The conservatorship savings and loans 
are not making any loans and therefore are holding de-
posits that are not finding their way to lending institu-
lions that have loan activity. 
What this will mean to our Inland Empire banks is a 
stronger loan demand that will be outstripped by a 
bank's ability to increase its deposits. To put it simply, 
loans cannot be made without deposits. Banking is and 
will always be a "balancing act." 
Faced with such a dilemma, banks will become more 
selective as to whom they will lend to and for what 
purposes. Revolving lines of credit for business purpos-
es will be funded as routinely as they are now; as long 
as the borrowing entity favors the lending institution 
with its deposit accounts. 
If a business is in need of long-tenn financing, such 
as for construction of a new plant or facility, the depos-
it history will be increasingly important to the loan de-
cision. Banks will want to accommodate those clients 
who have provided ongoing and meaningful deposits. It 
will be difficult at best to establish a banking relation-
ship if the initial business is a long-tenn credit request 
Although more difficult to obtain, real estate acquisi-
tion and development lending will still be available but 
at a greater cost and not from all traditional lenders. 
Those banks that choose to lend to this field will nego-
tiate deposit requirements as a part of their loan ap-
proval. 
Being in the Inland Empire, we are all "in the right 
place, at the right time." Financing will continue to be 
a major catalyst for the areas growth; but, I believe we 
will see in the 1990s a greater depository relationship 
requirement for the granting of loans. 
Daniel L. Thomas is the Executive Vice President/ 
Manager of Chino Valley Bank, 701 North Haven Ave-




Rising from the heart of San Bernardino's 
business distrlet, the Maruko Hotel and 
Convention Center is the perfect choice for 
business travelers. Included in our 
executive package is a courtesy shuttle to 
Ontario Airport, a cocktail in Boomer's or 
Lombard's, and the Maruko Executive 
Breakfast every day of your stay. The 
adjacent convention center offers 19,000 
sq. ft . of meeting space which can accom-
modate up to 1500 delegates m one room. $5400 PLUSTAX 
PER PERSON 
$10 for each additional person. 
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NAME OF BUILDING SIZE SPACE AVAILABLE 
contiguous/space available 
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HISTORY GROSS ANNUAL LEASING 
NA =Not Available $PER SQ. FT 
1 Tri-t:it~ Corporate Center 600,000 150,000 19~6-~9 S~.52-Sl9.~0 D.BI!rger/M .McAdam~ 
650 E. Hosp!tality Lane 27,000 Cushman & Wakefield 
San Bernardmo 92408 (714) 980-7788 
2 Paragon Business Phase I 
SWC Airport Drive & Milliken Ave 
227,675 54,423 1987 
2 Story 
$4.56 NNN Merrily Comstock 
Paragon Group 
714 984-6887 
3 Ontario Center 215,000 215,000 19~5-2005 S16-S24 Various 
Haven & 1-10 24,000 (714) 980-3500 
Ontario 91761 
4 Havengate Business Center 
Rancho Cucamonga 
212,979 





91,400 SF/ 2 sto 
$18.60 C.Witters/C.Plowers 
Lee & Associates 
714 989-7771 
5 Empire Towers Phase I 195,000 195,000 1990 S21-S24 Rusty Woods 
3633 Inland Empire Blvd. 9 Story American Trading Real Est. 
Ontario 91764 (213) 481-2600 
6 Coporate Business Center 
25884 Business Center Drive 
Redlands 92374 
193,000 15,000 NA 
1 Story 
$1320 Sandy Miller 
Gen. Amer. Life Insurance 
714 796-0183 
7 Barton Plaza 154,090 68,145 1984-86 S22.20 Don Capps 
10535 Foothill Blvd 4 Story DAUM Comm. Ind. Real Es. 
Rancho Cucamunga 91730 (714) 391-1234 
8 Paragon Industrial Center Corona 153,290 




$4.36NNN Merrily Comstock 
Paragon Group 
714 984-6887 
9 ~lagoon Business Park 13~.000 70,000 NA Sl320 V. Batoosingh/P. Woodford 
2002-2038 Iowa Ave. 1 Story Coldwell Banker 
Riverside 92507 o (714) 788-3777 
10 Vanir Tower 
290N. DSt. 
San Bernardino 
133,000 14,000 NA 
9Story 
$19.20 Dorene Dominguez 
V anir Development 
714 884-9477 
11 Lakeside Tower 120,000 66,000 NA $19.80 M. McAdams/D. Be_rgcr 





San Bernardino 92408 6 Storv -
12 Pomona Office Tower 
300 S. Park Ave. 
Pomona 917 66 
119,749 25,000 1972 
9Story 
$12-$15.60 Michael Jilke 
Coldwell Banker 
714 986-2525 
13 1-'-'5 Rinn-iew Drh·e 116,645 7~.915 NA' S4032 NNN John Earnhart 
1445 R. · w Dr'vc 2 Story Lee & AssocJatc' • lVCrVlC 1 . 
S B d . "24()o (714 ) 9X9-7771 . an crnar mo ..., o 
14 Koll Transpark 




1986 $16.80 M. Jilke/R.Lee 
Coldwell Banker 
818 810-7600 
• PI 110 673 42 055 19~9 Sl'J .~O-S21.60 M. McAdams/D. B..:rga 15 Centerlake aza . • ' 6 Sto Cushman & W akcflcld 3401 Ccntcrlake Drtvc ry (714) 9!<0-77~X 
Ontario. 91764 
16 One Carnegie Plaza 
621 -625 E. Carnegie Drive 
San Bernardino 92408 
107,000 2,240 NA 
2 Story 
$15 M. McAdams/D.Berger 
Cushman & Wakefield 
714 980-7788 
10 000 37 000 19H7190 Sl9.20-S20.40 N. Au..,tm/K. Howard 
17 Stewart Plaza 1 • ' 3 Story R. B. Allen Group 
440 N. Mountain Ave. . (714) 989-0444 
Upland 91786 
18 Sunwest 9 
222 W. Hospitality Lane 
San Bernardino 92408 
104,000 94,000 1990 
4Story 
$18 L. Copeland/C. Moreland 
Grubb & Ellis 
714 781-4440 
~ 593 t9~U~ Sl6.HO L.Copcland/~ - Moreland 
19 Sunwest 8-HDS Otlice Plaza 103.~69 ' 4 Story Grubb & Eilts 
268 W. Hospitality Lane (714) 781-4440 
San Bernardino 9240X 
3> Ontario Corporate Center 
430 N. Vineyard Ave. 
103,660 42,000 1989 5Story 
$21-$21.60 J tlke/Heml/Lee/Messmger 
Coldwell Banker 
C · ht Inland Empire Business Journal 1990. Ranked by total footage planned by developer. 
. 'ded by Coldwell Banker. opyng Informallon provl 
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~ und~meric~ is a comprehensive buying 
fr serv1ce, With representatives in Claremont. 
. They contract with reliable, well-established 
~d h1g~ly reputable firms to supply the ultimate in ser-
VICe satisfaction to members. From name brand prod-
ucts to resort condominiums, their service providers 
deal directly with the source. 
?" every product service members purchase, they re-
ceive p~chase rebates of up to twenty-five percent of 
the retail purchase price. These purchase rebates (in 
~he form of dollars) are calculated and placed into an 
rrrev?Cable member trust account held at a major U.S. 
banking ~nstitution. At the end of the calendar quarter, 
members purchase rebate accounts are automatically 
scanned by computer and Quarterly Member Usage 
Statements de~ling FundAmerica purchases are pro-
duced and mailed along with their personalized Mem-
ber's Quarterly magazine. 
When a member's account reaches $250 or more, the 
member_ is given the option to take his or her puchase 
rebates m cash, have them applied directly to the prin-
cipal balance of their home mortgage, or have them 
transferred to a leading life insurance company for the 
issuance of a tax-deferred annuity. When a member 
chooses to exercise the annuity option, a high-yield, 
fully-guaranteed, tax-deferred annuity is issued directly 
to the member. And, because of the special flex-plan 
availability to FundAmerica members, additional de-
posits can be made in amounts greater than $250 at 
any time by the member. 
Additionally, members can rest easy knowing their 
annuities are safe. FundAmerica utilizes only A+ (Su-
perior) rated insurance companies to underwrite the an-
nuity portfolios. For more information, call Petra Hauff 
at (714) 941-1121. 
ofocus: Claremont 
ural Tianfu China cola, Rice Dream ice cream substi-
tute, and garlic-herb risotto chips. The meat and poul-
try sold is hormone, steroid, and antibiotic-free. The 
laundry soap is non-polluting, and the coffee filters are 
unbleached and do not contain the chemical dioxin. 
Cosmetics and health aids are "animal-cruelty free," 
meaning they are not tested on animals and contain no 
animal by-products. And, about fifty percent of the mar-
ket's produce falls under state guidelines for organics, 
meaning it was grown, packed and stored without the 
use of synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, or 
fungicides for a minimum or twelve months before 
planting of budding of tree crops. 
For more information about the co-op, call Geri 
Knoebel at (714) 626-9783. 
(sending pies) 
@f!Jtil0..f!7ljl f?flJYJ® ©tilfftl !Wtil~WQ 
@f§VtilOlLOfl!J® tilQfl@ ©tf.llftl ©tfllftlf$ 
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@ uality Plus, 602 Claremont Center Drive, has a unique plan for water conservation. Ninety 
percent of the water they use is reclaimed. 
Each car receives only seven gallons of water during 
the wash, and of that, only the rinse uses fresh water. 
Quality Plus features Blue Corral waxes and prod-
ucts, a ten percent discount for seniors every day, free 
sealer wax Monday through Wednesday, state-of-the-
art technology-using no acids or harsh chemicals, two-
day rain checks (free exterior wash if it rains within 
two days), and discount coupons and gift certificates. 
In addition, they provide complete detailing services, 
auto accessories, alarms, car phones, and window tint-
ing. For those who want extra vehicle protection, Qual-
ity Plus offers a teflon finish protectant and sealant, 
and an interior fabric protectant, both of which are war-
ranted. 
{ij) rice Savers is a company of cash and carry 
fJ wholesale membership warehouses, with a 
local 100,000 square foot building at 8915 
Monte Vista A venue. Business members pay a twenty-
five dollar annual fee and purchase at posted wholesale 
prices. Individual members (current members of ap-
proved groups - financial institutions, credit unions, 
government agencies) pay five percent over the posted 
of the top trainers in the wealth and success building 
industry. Each member of LDI is licensed to instruct 
their four success seminars. The seminars teach how to 
increase sales, make better decisions, improve team-
work, increase profits. improve relationships, improve 
customer courtesy, motivate toward goals, improve 
communications, create personal wealth, discover indi-
vidual power, improve effectiveness, and expand busi-
ness. 
n DI was developed and founded in 1969 by 
~ William Penn Patrick in San Rafael, 
California. He is credited as being the pri-
mary mentor which launched the "Human Potential" 
movement that began in northern California. By the 
mid-60s, Patrick had built a $50 million company, but 
envisioned many new companies around the world. To 
train his people for these ambitious growth plans, he 
developed a program to build leadership qualities in 
virtually anyone who had distinguished themselves in 
his company. 
Patrick was already a significant personality both in 
the business world and the private sector. He had re-
ceived a number of awards for achievement including 
the most prestigious "Science of Personal Achieve-
ment" given by Dr. Napoleon Hill. There are only three 
other people who earned this honor: Andrew Carnegie, 
Thomas Edison, and W. Clement Stone. In 1973, he 
died in a plane crash, but LDI graduates continue to 
train others through the principles and techniques 
taught by William Penn Patrick. 
Today, millions of people throughout the world have 
benefitted from their growth experiences as a result to 
LDI trainers and graduates. Patrick's methods have 
helped people get more from themselves by removing 
the limitations which held them back. 
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Learn to SAVE WHILE YOU SP 
• 200.4 Rebate on YOUR LONG D 
Bill! 
• 5% Rebate on Alrllne,,,.AII"IHMIJ_. 
• Up to 500.4 Off on 17,000 
., wholesale prices but pay no membership fee. Wor 
W7 ale Avenue Market and Deli is the 
lJ San Gabriel Valley's only natural-food 
cooperative market, owned by its consumer 
shareholders. Food found here can not be found at su-
permarkets - organic produce and pr~uce not sprayed 
with chemicals ; meat and poultry whtch are hormone 
free· a tremendous selection of unpackaged flours, 
grai~s. nuts, and spices; and a wide sel~tion of gr~­
cery products without chemical preservatives or addi-
tives. 
Incorporated in 1980, the cooperative grew ~ntil , in 
May of 1988, members voted to tum the part~llme co-
op into a full time store. They wanted to stay m Clare-
mont because they felt the town, home to. seven colle~­
es was ideal for a natural food store, w1th most resi-
de'nts highly educated, concerned about health, and 
able to afford higher prices for organic food. 
Co-op members make a one-time p~ha~ of a $130 
share in the market and in tum recetve a f1ve perc~nt 
discount. In this co-op, members don't have to contnb-
ute any labor- they leave that to the paid staff. The 
store is also open to non-members. . 
Customers won't fmd junk food, but they wtll see nat-
Only top quality name-brand products are sold: major 
appliances, food and beverages, automotive products, 
office equipment and electronics, furniture, tools and 
hardware, housewares and domestics, cleaning sup-
plies, and clothing and seasonal items. 
Individual and business members shop seven days a 
week, and business members usually receive two hours 
of exclusive shopping in the mornings Monday through 
Friday. 
The advantages o f being a Price Savers member are 
many. Members purchase without paying any middle 
men. Because Price Savers buys in volume direc tly 
from manufacturers, they pass the savings to the ir 
members. Me mbers 
• Rebates on YOUR MA . ,.~~~.W.P.i*~ifjtiJIII 
• 1 00.4 Rebates on AI ~ 
• Luxury Resorts a • ondomlnlums from $99 Per 
Week! 
• Savings of • . ands of Dollars on YOUR Home 
Mortgage! 
• • · erlca either as a member, or inquire about 
• • • = mvolved in an exciting marketing opportunity. If 
• erested about minimizing your current expenses, 
- • would like to earn additional income ... ask about 
how you can participate? 
Call William Douglas (714 941-1121 
who are retailers can r:==:::======= --::--:::----;:;::-:-::;-::=:::-:::-::-:-:-:-:-:-:::-=-:-:--:---, 
expand and test prod- Inland Empire Boasts Unique 
uct mix without large Executive Education Program 
inventory investments At Claremont 
because they can buy 
in small quantities. 
&&til @fEfft1WJUO!? 
@ rf(j(}tf.l OYJO©@. 
Of#@VOjfW7[& 
The Peter F. Drucker Graduate Manage-
ment Center at the Claremont Graduate 
School offers an advanced program for ex-
ecutive managers that is unique in the 
United States. It is a PhD program in Ex-
ecutive Management in which the partici-
pants pursue the doctoral degree on a part-
time basis while continuing in their execu-
tive positions. 
Leadership Dynam- The program features close working rela-
ics Institute is a fi - tionships between the Drucker Center's ex-
nancial and personal perienced senior faculty and students in 
growth seminar com- the program who are pursuing topics of in-
pany based in Petalu- terest to those who are responsible for 
rna, California (with leading business and other organizations 
a branch in Clare- Please See Pag• 27 
mont). It is made up L...------------------------------1 
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Orange County Center 
June 26 
6:30 - 7:30 P.M. 
2151 Michelson Drive 
Irvine, CA 92715 
Pepperdin_e Univ~~y, one of the nation's leading schools of business management, offers 
a new and znnoz,atwe program. 
The Master of Science in Technology Management degree is the first program of its 
kind anywhere. 
This graduate program is designed to equip key managers with the skills and insight 
necessary to strategically manage technology and compete in the international arena. It also 
includes two 12-day overseas study-visits to the technology centers of Europe and Asia. 
Enrollment will be highly selective and limited to 25 top managers. The university encourages 
applications from professionals in finance, marketing, operations and general management, 
as well as R & 0, engineering and technical management. The enrollment goal is to have 
representative professionals from a broad industry and management base. 
The faculty features academic leaders with extensive technical management and research 
experience. In addition, distinguished members of industry, government, science and research 
will participate in specialized lectures and round table discussions. 
The MSTM program is offered every September. A shortened post-MBA version is offered 
every April. For course and application information on the Pepperdine University Master 
of Science in Technology Management degree, please call 213/ 568-5555 or 714/739-2506. 
Pepperdine University Plaza 
June 28 
6:30-7:30 P.M. 
400 Corporate Pointe 
Culver City, CA 90230 
Pepper<;fine 
Uruverstty 
School of Business and Management 
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????? 
• • • • • Answers For The Inland Empire 
The Inland Empire Bus· 1 1 I nla dE . ub . l~ess ourna posed the following question to six 
n mptre P ltc officwls and civic leaders: 
A ~~uld Orange County's Major airport be located on the site of George 
l
. · · near Adelanto where a stop of the Mag-Lev Bullet Train is 
panned? 
~onvention center complex encompass-
mg a new airline terminal, superspeed 
train terminal, Amtrak Station, people 
mover system, convention center, and 
major hotel anchors. A people mover 
system could link major hotels, con-
vention center, restaurants, regional 
shopping malls and downtown Ontario 
with the transportation terminal. Also, 
the people mover system would enable 
the use of off-site parking which would 
relieve the congestion at the transporta-
tion terminal. The superspeed train ter-
minal would provide an alternative for 
passengers to reach destinations in An-
MAY 28 - JUNE 27 1990 
???? 
• • • • • 
My position has always been that 
both George AFB and Norton AFB 
should be retained for commercial air-
port use. The question of moving the 
major Orange County airport sounds 
intriguing, but would need a thorough 
investigation of all the advantages and 
disadvantages before doing it. Of 
course, a major disadvantage would be 
Orange County residents being de-
prived of an accessible major airport, 
wanting of in-depth study. 
County. We're supportive of pursuing 
~eorge AFB as Orange County's major 
auport- by this fall, we'll know more. 
In our view, George has a better chance 
of being chosen than Palmdale does, for 
a variety of reasons. Choosing George 
would mean a tremendous economic 
benefit to this high-desert area. 
aheim, Las Vegas, San Francisco, Sac- r--------------
Howard Snider 
(Mayor of Ontario) 
As far as I'm concerned, there's been 
no serious proposal yet for a Super-
speed Train stop at George AFB. I ob-
viously feel that Ontario Airport is the 
logical choice to handle increased pas-
senger traffic from Orange County-
already, at least 25% of our airport traf-
fic consists of Orange County resi-
dents. 
The Mag-Lev Superspeed Train is al-
ready committed to having a spur to 
Palmdale. There is far more momen-
tum in my view to turn the Palmdale 
facility into a commercial airport, with a 
train spur from Victorville to Palmdale. 
Palmdale makes a lot more sense to the 
political powers-that-be than George 
AFB does. 
Supervisor Marsha Turoci 
(First District, San 
Bernardino County) 
Orange County's interest is contingent 
not only on the disposition of George 
AFB by the Department of Defense, 
but on the realization of the Superspeed 
Train. There are too many questions 
without answers to answer your ques-
tion intelligently. 
I'm not sure how my district (incor-
porating George AFB) would respond 
to such a proposal - what's in it for 
us? Do we really want a large airport in 
our own backyard? 
Baxter Williams 
(Deputy Director, Dept. of Ec-
onomic and Community De-
velopment, County of San 
Bernardino) 
Certainly it's a very exciting possibili-
ty. It's predicated entirely on the Bullet 
Train becoming a reality; this we know 
from very high sources in Orange 
For George AFB to even be consid-
ered, we need two things: we need the 
Mag-Lev Bullet Train, and we need for 
George to be a stop on the route from 
Anaheim to Las Vegas. But we'll have 
to look carefully at the environmental 
impact. 
Councilman Jim Fatland 
ramento, San Diego, and other South-
west United States cities. Is this a 
dream? No. Ontario is considering 
these projects that are vital to our eco-
nomic growth. Yet, there is no orga-
nized effort by Ontario to adequately 
plan for these improvements to benefit 
the entire region and make this the fin-
est facility in Southern California. 
Through good planning, the public and 
private sector could make this super 
transportation and convention complex 
,----------------. a reality. 
What will it take for this to happen? 
(Ontario City) 
No, Ontario should be the focus . But 
we have problems to overcome. The 
conflict between strong local control 
and weak regional government has been 
a factor in the inability to plan appropri-
ate land uses geared to the capacity of 
the infrastructure, services, and resourc-
es of the community. 
This could not be more true when it 
comes to infrastructure planning in the 
Inland Empire West. For years, this re-
gion has been dominated by parochial 
leaders who approach strong local con-
trol as the means of solving regional 
problems. 
Ontario specifically has been at odds 
with neighboring communities, San 
Bernardino County, Los Angeles De-
partment of Airports and the California-
Nevada Superspeed Train Commission 
when it comes to planning infrastruc-
ture and transportation improvements. 
Ontario has lacked a vision because of 
the strong desire for local control. The 
results are getting very little accom-
plished and creating a lot of animosity 
among our public leaders. Our citizens 
as well as the private sector deserve bet-
ter. 
Ontario has the opportunity to propel 
our region to economic prominence in 
Southern California. Imagine Ontario 
as the home of the super transportation 
Regional cooperation. I offer the fol-
lowing challenge for our private and 
public sector leaders to consider. 
• Formation of a Regional Airport 
Authority to acquire Ontario Airport 
form the Los Angeles Department of 
Airports. (Who should the· members 
include ... all five West Valley cities, 
the Counties of San Bernardino and Or-
ange? Other?) 
• Formation of a private/public sector 
task force to plan for the super trans-
portation/convention center complex 
and the retention of full-time manage-
ment personnel to coordinate that ef-
fort. 
• Consolidate and form a single In-
land Empire Convention and Visitors 
Bureau to market the entire region. 
There has been serious discussion in 
Orange County to establish an Interna-
tional Airport at George Air Force Base 
in the High Desert. What impact would 
this have on business investment in the 
Greater Ontario area? Would it make 
more sense for Orange County to work 
cooperatively with Ontario on an inter-
national airport and superspeed train 
terminal in our city? 
Senator Robert B. Presley 
(Democrat, 36th State Sena-
torial District) 
United States Congressman 
Jerry Lewis 
This is one of the options available, 
but certainly not the only option. We're 
still some time away from making any 
final decisions on the re-use of George. 
I will continue to urge the parties study-. 
ing the base re-use question, represent-
ing the interest of many High Desert 
communities, to make a decision that 
is, above all else, sensitive to the needs 
of these communities and their citizens. 
Councilman Ken Waters 
(Ontario) 
No. I would like to see Orange Coun-
ty work with Ontario, San Bernardino 
County and Los Angeles in expanding 
Ontario Airport to help handle Orange 
County's airport needs. Ontario has the 
potential to handle 24 million passen-
gers a year. We are currently at 5.3 mil-
lion passengers per year. Ontario has 
excellent access routes in the I -10, I -15 
and 60 freeways to efficiently handle 
airport access. 
r Business 
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Education Cont. From 24 
in the private and public sectors. The executive doctoral students concentrate in one 
o.f three areas: Strategic Management, Management Systems, or Organizational De-
Slgn and Development. The topics they choose for research lie at the intersection of 
theory and practice. Their research tends to be field-based, involving interviews with 
practitioners. Being experienced themselves, they have a credibility with those they 
are studying that a younger PhD candidate, oriented toward the traditional academic 
disciplines, simply does not have. They know from experience what are the impor-
tant questions to ask. 
The program is extremely rigorous, with several years of course work - taken at 
night and on weekends - leading up to qualifying examinations. Following that, 
candidates define a thesis topic with guidance from a faculty committee of their 
choosing and undertake their research. The entire program will typically take four or 
five years. 
OuickTakes 
Lynn K. Stanley, formerly Senior Account Executive at the Jones Agency, has 
left to form her own advertising and public relations frrm, The Dol fin Agency. Tom 
Ardles, a former vice:. president of the Jones Agency, and a fonner m2111aging editor 
of Palm Springs Life, has joined the new agency as partner and Creative Director. 
The new agency's current account list includes hospitals, corporate, medical, real 
estate and retail clients. It plans to expand into major event coordination and celeb-
rity fund-raising. 
San Antonio Community Hospital appointed Karen Stephenson as Director of 
Business Services at Rancho San Antonio Medical Center, an outpatient facility 
which will open in June 1990. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY S 
$ OF THE DECADE I $ 
$ Rre VOU Making WHRT VOUR WORTH? $ 
$ lnuest one hour of your time to learn about $ 
$ one -of the most prudent business opportunities $ 
$ _ · .. in Rinerica today. If your goal is to achieue $ 
$ ,·\ financial success, don't let this $ 
$ opportunity pass you by. $ 
for Additional Information Contact: 
$ William Douglas (714) 941-1121 $ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
D E c I s I 0 N s 
MAKING THEM A LITILE EASIER 
The difficulty of deciding what busiJ?ess ~dentity and image 
are all about and what advertising directiOn to~? as adv~r­
f . nd graphic design experts we share the a~Il~ty to w~tgh 
tsmg a bl and heln.you make the right adverttsmg chmces. 
out pro ems r . f · b · s image th s maintaining a positive and pro essiOn usmes ~~·d ~~king your advertising dollars work for you! . 
. . Ca i ns 0 Printing 0 Logo Deslgn 0 Corporate Identity 0 AdvertlSmg mpa g 0 Annual Report 0 Menus 
bl. R 1 t'ons 0 Brochures 0 Photography D Pu lC e a 1 bli . 0 Typesetting 0 Copywriting 0 Illustration DArt production 0 Pu cauons 
deos 
UNLIMITED 
Advertising & Design 
. • cho Cucamonga • California • (714 )989-8202 
9375 Archibald Avenue • Sutte 315 Ran 




the Inland Empire's 




A Division of T.I.G . Inc. 
THE IMPACT GRouP 1s THE INLA.ND EMPIRE's 
FINEST ADVERTISING AGENCY. FROM OUR OF-
FICES IN REDLANDS WE SERVE A BROAD BASE OF 
LOCAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL CLIENTS. CALL 
TODAY AND LET US SERVE YOU, TOO! 
• MARKETING CONSULTATION 
• MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING 
• AD DESIGN/PRODUCTION 
• PUBLIC RELATIONS 
2068 Orange Tree Lane, Suite 215 • Redlands, CA 92374 






299 W. Foothill Blvd., Suite 124 
Upland, California 91786 
(714) 981-1111 
Peace of Mind • Anonymity • Confidentiality 
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Helping Hands, Etc. 
Kathryn M. Ramsey, 13381 Magnolia ##74, Co-
rona 91719 
American Stair Co. 
Mikewill Corp., 8527 Janet Ave. Ste. C, River-
side 92503 
The Financial Clinic -
Holly Gunnene, 6146 Lucretia Ave., Mira 
Lorna 91752 
D.o It Y ~ursetr Real Estate Marketing 
Tmamane Bent, 7575 Grandview St., Corona 
91719 
Nails By Monique 
Monique Helen Tardif, 29275 Old Wrangler 
Rd. ##6582 
Canyon Lake, 92380 
Canyon Auto Sales 
Michelle Jackson, 29275 Old Wrangler Rd. 
#6224 
Canyon Lake, 92380 
U-Build & Save 
Jean Graham, 9251 Palm Canyon Dr., Corona 
91719 
Pelican Parties 
Nicholas Singer, 3420 Camino Rojas, Palm 
Springs, 92262 
Universal Wash & Wax 
Gerald Leon Russell, 
1691 Palmyrita 
Riverside, 92507 
Gay Hood Pontiac, Inc., a CA Corp. dba 
Gay Hood Pontiac-Suzuki 
8101 Auto Dr., Riverside, 92504 
West Door Co. 
Michael William Johnson, 
4747 La Sierra Ave. 
Riverside, 92505 
WaJld's Market & Liquors 
Walid Hurnidan, 237 Coral Tree Dr. 
Rialto, 92376 
Actlon Racing/ Action Race Cars 
Phillip Allan Smith, 5440 Tyler St. 
Riverside 92503 
Dr. Bugs 
David Duane Rundle, 137 
Sandpoint Ln., Riverside, 92506 
Mesa Capital/Douglas Financial Group-
Industrial & Commercial 
Enterprises 
4435 S. Rural Rd. #5216 
Tempe, AZ 85282 
Garden Reflections 
Cynthia K. Williams, 30620 
Moontide St., Temecula, 92390 
Pershing Consulting & Enterprises 
Richard Pershing, 845 W. Monterey Rd., Coro-
na, 91720 
Residential Lending Express 
Equity Trends Financial Group, Inc. 
27578 Rosebay Cr., Temecula, 92390 
American International 
Computer Service 
Emily Ramzy, 11451 Kittridge St. 
N. Hollywood, 91606 
1. WIJnet 2. CIS Management 
William J. Hozeski, 10042 54th St. 
Riverside, 92509 
Breeze Pool Service 
Paul Palacious, 9745 Lincoln Ave. 
Riverside, 92503 
New Business Listings 
Govllan's 
Starcrest Products of CA, Inc. 
19401 Brennan Ave., Perris, 92370 
Coast Industries 
Irish Rose DV Development 
Rene Bautista, 621 Rapid Springs Apt. P, Co- Debra J. Viscioni, 45774 Hopactong St, Teme-
rona,92720 cula, 92390 
Harold Gunther, 3029 Mesquite 
Riverside, 92503 
Winning Colors 
Raymond C. Edwards, 1421 Todd Circle, Coro-
na, 91720 
Corona Trading Co. 
Bradley E. Carr, 516 Coolidge Cir. 
Corona, 91719 
On Line Business Financial 
Service 
Lester Wayne Simpson, 4754 Ty.ler St., River-
side, 92503 
The Window Decorators 
Robert Gean Harvey, 19916 Cuyama Ln., Riv-
erside, 92503 
A & L Janitorial Supplies 
Alfred N. Goodloe, 23330 Harland Dr., Moreno 
Valley, 92387 
The Home Beautiful Company 
Walter Baca, 22858 Pahute Dr. 
Moreno Valley, 92388 
Videos R Us 
Harjeet Kaur Singh 
3233 Winnebago, Riverside, 92503 
Roy 0. Huffman Roof Company 
5971 Jurupa Ave., Riverside, 92504 
N.A.W. Marketing 
Nelson Allen Strickler, 12526 
Peachleaf St., Moreno Valley, 92388 
Dave's Heels on Wheels 
Dave Jimenez, 8718 Brunswick Ave. 
Riverside, 92503 
Great Scott Vending Carts & Catering 
John L. Scott, 1806 Murrieta Rd. 
Perris, 92370 
Health Care AIUance 
James F. Deinzer, Jr. 1435 Potomac Dr., Coro-
na, 91720 
Cameo Court Productions 
Laurence L. John, 10546 Cameo Court, River-
side, 92505 
Oliver's Music Stars 
Larry Edward Oliver, 1106 W. Linden St. 
#201, Riverside, 92507 
Ledo Legal Services 
Minh Loan Le, 25391 Cadillac Dr. 
Laguna Hills, 92653 
Lake Elsinore Association 
- Falpro 41, L.P. A New Jersey Ltd. 
Partnership (Gen. Partner), 500 Craig Rd. 
Freehold, NJ 07728 
1. Counselor Realty 2. Counselor Equities 
Ronald 0 . Ellis, 4792 Hermanson Cir., Hunt-
ington Beach. 92649 
M & T Services 
Michael John Steiner and Tina Louise Robin-
son, 55272·S. Circle Dr., Idyllwild, 92349 
Anza Dental 
Mark Rocha, D.D.S., 272 Garner Valley, Gar-
ner Valley, 92361 
Economy Pool Builders 
Lisa Dizdor,12954 Naki Circle 
Wildomar, 92395 
Westgate Associates, Lincoln Westgate Dis-
tribution Center 
Aetna Real Estate Associates, L.P. 
30 Executive Park, Ste. 100 Irvine, 92714 
The Mcintyre Company 
-R & S Mcintyre Company, Inc., T. Rusken 
Ltd., Inc., 8356 Doris St 
San Gabriel, 91775 
Renovate Landscaping 
Trung Van Nguyen, 1538 Pleasant View ##B1, 
Corona, 91720 
J, L. Davis Auto Vac Techniques 
Jimmy Lee Davis, 6955 
Coronado Way . 
Riverside, 92504 
The Data Manager 
Pamela Rae Clemens, 15446 Golden Star 
Ave., Woodcrest, 92506 
X- Druggie 
Bob Amador, 64636 Picard Ct 
Desert Hot Springs, 92240 
Christy's Great Date Connection 
Christine Jo White, 28963 Calle Del Lago, 
Apt B, Murrieta, 92362 
Grandma Roadrunner Art & Frames 
Marion O'Bannon, 14892 Rolton 
Irvine, 92714 
FIN•COM 
Larry Selwitz, 37930 Avenida Bravura 
Temecula, 92390 
1. Candies R Fun 2. Cartoons 
R Fun 
Duratape, Inc., 3232 Winnebago St 
Riverside, 92503 
Flaherty Enterprises 
Edward J. Flaherty, 56 7 Raven Cir. 
Carson City, NV 89701 
The Home Improvement 
Specialists 
John Russell Davioni, 18321 Kris Ave., Shy 
Valley, 92240 
Advanced Property Management Bingotime Express 
Bradley Keith Thompson, 4271 N. 1st. St., San Tony L. Ortiz, 650 S. Santa Fe 
Jose 95134 Hemet, 92343 
D & B Cleaning Co. 
Daniel and Barbara Humbert, 20327 
Mobile Way, Lake Elsinore, 92330 
One Stop Properties 
Dennis Faria and Gene Policastri 
2864 Cape Dr., Corona, 91720 
Adrianna Beauty Supply 
Martha Salas, 2112 Cushman Court 
Simi Valley, 93063 
Discount Liquor 
Kirpal S. Dhanju, 22850 Cardinal St. 
Grand Terrace, 92324 
Annie's Bookeeping & Tax Serv1ce 
Anne E. Mould, 610 Castille Dr. 
Hemet, 92343 
Patch's Pool & Spa Cleaning Service 
Brian Mitchell Thomas, 158 Pico 
San Jacinto, 92383 
K.C. Distribution 
Kirk Allen Cowan, 23677 Sierra Oak Dr., Mur-
rieta, 92362 
Country Creek Real Estate & 
Development Company 
Robert J. Lord, 30120 Pechanga Dr. 
Temecula, 92390 
Petrie's 
Hatfield Stores, Inc. 
317 Lakewood Mall, Lakewood. 90712 
Aqua Concepts 
James M. Schultz, William Schultz 
9786 Palm Dr., Desert Hot Springs, 92240 
Forbes "K" Co. 
Mark Quintos, 2595 Redrock Dr. 
Corona, 91720 
Realty World Churchill 
Churchill Commercial Brokerage 
28900 Front St. #102 
Temecula, 92390 
B & G Funding 
Richard Barton, 1416 S. Calle Rolph 
Palm Springs, 92264 
GL Enterprises 
George A. Padilla, 442885 
El Domino Pl. 
Temecula, 92390 
H20 Producer 
Robert C. Neundorf, 28915 V.A. Mars 
ifee, 92355 
Idyllwild Chiropractic 
Gary D. Wines, 24883 Ponderosa 
Pine Cove, 92349 
B & B Consultants 
Patricia S. McKee, 25685 Oakwood 
Idyllwild, 92349 
Gary's Mountain Meats 
Gary William McKee, 25685 Oakwood, Idyll-
wild, 92349 
Master Plan Medical Services 
Timothy Paul Erwin, 2710 
Mangalar Ave. 
Corona, 91720 
Foot Health Center of Corona 
Sharlene Marie Ritto, DPM, MS 
1240 Running Springs Ct., Corona 91720 
Nick's Dairy Commodities 
Que Fullmer, 8551 Hereford Dr. 
Chino, 91710 
Sensortek 
Daniel Lee Pock, 41770 Margarita Rd. ##1093, 
Temecula, 92390 
Resource Financial Service 
William Lopez, 6730 Berylwood Ct. 
Riverside, 92506 
The Perfect Image 
Willie and Sandra Cromer, 7127 Stanhope Ln., 
Riverside, 92506 
Compliance 




Harol<l Johnson, Sr., 67-658 Ramon Rd., ( 
dral City, 92234 
Interior Consultants 
Lori Lee Mcintosh, 275 E. First St 
San Jacinto, 92383 
West Grand Baptlsh Church 
709 W. Grand Blvd., Corona, 91720 
Pan Assay Co. 
Patricia Burkey and Jay Johnson 
53226 Ramona St, Cabazon. 92230 
EHS 
Curt Ealy, Michael Harris, 
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Paul Selzer, 600 E. T ahquitz 
Palm Springs, 92262 
Corona Sportscards 
Ron and Wendy Elphick, 
Steve Burgess 
1034 W . 6th St., Corona, 91760 
California Investors Fund 
John Harris, Reynaldo Luarca, Joseph Domin-
guez, 100000 Indiana Ave., Ste. 8, Riverside, 
92503 
Community Yellow Page 
Business Index 
Alexander Negron, 75483 Sante Fe Trail, Palm 
Desert, 92260 
Dustbusters Cleaning Service 
Sandra Sheidenberger, Sandra Fredenberg 
1935 Neptune Dr., Perris, 92370 
P.C. Pictures 
Jamie and Paul Martin, 992 Colby Circle, Co-
rona, 91720 
Crown Valley Landscape & Waterworks 
Charles Foster, 31218 Eona Circle 
Temecula, 92390 
The Computer Resolution 
Ivan and Sally Korsund, 41886 Woodland Dr. 
Hemet, 92344 
Big "0" Tires & Service Center 
F.W. and Charlotte Benson, 11820 Magnolia 
Ave. 
Riverside, 92503 
Four Cut Landscape 
& Maintenance 
Lee Bolton, 1760 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, 92507 
Techllne 
William Robello, 1522 Heirloom Ave., Perris, 
92370 
Soboba Materials Co. 
Robert Salgado, 23137 Soboba Rd. 
San Jacinto, 92383 
Sierra Vista Pool Service 
Angel Lopez. 40865 Boyer Ave. 
Hemet, 92344 
K & B Screw Products 
Richard Purkerson, 4329 State, 
Unit N, Pomona, 91766 
Chaparral Performance 
Dennis Noble, 24070 
Juniper Hills Rd. 
Homeland, 92348 
Canyon Springs Pool Service 
Miguel Gonzalez, 451 
Cambridge Dr. 
San Jacinto, 92383 
Fourth Street Automotive 
James Wilson, 42245 Juniper, Murietta, 92362 
Landscape Services, Co. 
H. Knight, 40795 Via Champage, Temecula 
Paws & Claws 




Pauline Hart. 25335 Lacebank Dr. 
Murrieta, 92362 
Pace Lath & Plaster 
Anthony Pace, 15865 Avenida Venusto #t811 
San Diego, 92128 
J-Mar Investment Co. 
Walter Watson, 276 Argonne Ave. 
Long Beach. 90803 
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Crush Masters 
C & M Recycling, 28715 Via 
Montezuma, Temecula, 92390 
County Wide Water Service 
Mark Hodlin, 42244 Cosmic Dr. 
Temecula, 92390 
IZ 
Chris Visocky, 27488 Enterprise Cir. W. Unit 1 
Temecula, 92390 
Maid-In-Hemet 
Judy Herrea, 44405 Hillcrest Ln. 
Hemet, 92344 
Eel - Tech Engineering 
John Podolsky, 52831 Oak Glen Dr. 
Idyllwild, 92349 
Riverside Ornamental Supply 
Los Alametos Ornamental Castings, 6161 
Quail 
Valley Ct., Riverside 
The Sweet Bean 
Richard Lenzo, 30590 Rancho California 
Temecula, 92390 
Regal Mortgage 
Richard Edward, 6273 Clover Ct. 
Chino, 91710 
Legion/ Associates Trucking 
Service 
Donald J. Fields, 531-A Courier Ave., Red-
lands, 92374 
Emergency Specialized Products 
Fred Donald Clark, 1540 Barton, Ste. 115, 
Redlands, 92373 
J & M Equipment Rentals 
Troy Allen Klingfus, 6395 
Beechwood 
San Bernardino, 92407 
JM Bookkeeping/Payroll Services 
Janice Louise Cockrell, 1322 W. Arrow, Hwy. 
#D, Upland. 91786 
Mlll-Lena Associates 
Daniel J. Salter, 1663 Sawtelle, 3rd floor, Los 
• 6ffigeles, 90025 
Video 4 U Trame School 
Earl D. Freeman. 525 N. 
Euclid Ave. A 
Ontario, 91762 
The Sun Tan Store 
Norma Jo St. John, 16994 Valley Blvd #F 
Fontana, 92335 
Arlene's Dream Designs 
Arlene Hannah. 2086 South E, 
Ste. 103, San Bernardino, 92408 
California Auto 
Transport Terminal 
Darwin Ellis Hefner 
18750 Tenth St. 
Bloomington, 92316 
Eden Forest Products 
Glenn Rowlands, 2490 Kendall #lOlA, San 
Bernardino, 92407 
Mirror Image Auto/fruck Detail 
Anthony Joseph Trapani, 13140 Seventh SL, 
Chino, 91710 
Washington Produce . 
Raffy Haig Tirnonian, 1705 E. Washington 
#tlOl, Colton, 92324 
Commodity Network 
Richard William Camper. 
8889 Ninth St. 
Rancho Cucamonga. 91730 
Country Lane Homes 
Robert L. Eldert. 15520 
Bear Valley Rd. 
Victorville, 92392 
Tarasco Restaurant 




Dale E. Heilmann, 571 Hillside Dr. 
Lake Arrowhead, 92352 
Kimberll's Fine Jewelry 
Kimvorn Chum, 338 S. Mountain Ave., Up-
land, 91786 
Faith In Action 




Louie B. Viray, 8976 Foothill 
Bl. #87, Yacaipa, 92399 
Winged Wonders 
Douglas W. Weller, 72598 
Two Mile Rd. 
29 Palms, 92277 
Subway Sandwiches and Salads 
Deborah Lorene McNeal, 33561 Yucaipa, #B-
05, Yucaipa, 92399 
Taco Shack 
Robert Spear, Jr., 31205 Outer 
Hwy. lOS, Redlands, 92373 
National Waste Receivables 
James Theodore OToole, 1433 San 
Bernardino St. N., Upland, 91786 
Market Maintenance 
and Equipment 
Bill D. Rawson. 607 W. Holt Blvd. 
Ontario, 917 62 
P & H Imports 
Lesa Kirnberlee Paige, 12475 Central 
Ste. 309, Chino, 91710 
James & James SND 
Recorders Ltd. 
William J. Huff, 1729 N. Third Ave . 
Upland, 91786 
Starshine Treatment Center, Inc. 
1584 Buckeye St., Highland 
John's Custom Wall Covering 
John William Kirby, 7515 Brookside Rd., Ran-
cho Cucamonga, 91730 
Rick Caringer Computer Services 
Ricky Allen Caringer, 7125 Seville Ave., 
Highland, 92346 
Exceptional Events 
Cynthia Harmelink. 325 Alabama 
Redlands, 92373 
Aunt Bea's 
Brenda Farrell Larkins, 2830 Marks 
Wonder Valley, 92277 
Highlander Dental Ceramic 
Yun Hee Jung, 1530 Grandview St. 
Upland. 91786 
Belanger Construction 
David Belanger, 1568 Alta St. 
Redlands, 92374 
Atlantic Financial Group 
Lawrence S. Lee, 7201 Haven 
Ste. E-250 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91701 
Executive Investments Real Estate 
Executive Systems Realtors of San Bernardi-
no, 2345 N. Sierra Way 
San Bernardino, 92405 
Mondragon Auto Electric 
Amelia Briones Gonzalez, 1454 W. 
Mission, Blvd., Ontario, 91761 
Wesco Consultanb 
Robert R. Machulda, 1426 Balsa Ave. 
Yucca Valley, 92286 
We Do Windows 
Ronald William Valenzuela, Jr., 13851 Ros-
well Ave., NJ, 
Chino, 917W 
American Hauling 
Tammy Elaine Pugliese 
4122 Lugo Ave. 
Yucca Valley, 92284 
Needles Office Supply 
Larry Wayne De Auey, 700 W. 
Broadway Ste. A, Needles, 92363 
B & M Maintenance 
Ernest Blake Matthews, 16580 Foothill #tll4, 
Fontana, 92335 
Dave's Place 
Guy J. Wooton, 915 W. Fairway 
Big Bear City, 92314 
National Exhaust Services 
James M. Swaney, 1957 
E. 4th Ste. 201 
Ontario, 917 64 
Pioneer Trust Deed Service Co. 
Pioneer Realty 
David Claiborne Johnson, 40692 Big I 
Blvd., Big Bear Lake, 92315 
Mills Construction 
James M. Knybel, 355 Tannen Baurn .. Big 
Bear Lake, 92315 
Glad Tidings or the Desert 
Herbert D. Regalado, 8949 I Ave. 
Hesperia. 92345 
Eagle Rock Construction Co. 
Larry A. Armijo, 
42738 Hamptotrasse 
Big Bear Lake, 92315 
Bi-Rite Masonry Supplies 
Patricia Marie DiLaurenzio, 15840 Boyle 
Ave., Fontana, 92335 
Vega Video 
Morgan Enterprises, Inc., 
421711 Big Bear Blvd. 
Big Bear Lake, 92315 
Bear Wear Girts 
Joseph J. Felice, 27984 Hwy 189 
Lake Arrowhead, 92352 
Jana and Associates 
Fred P. Comes, 830 Villa Grove 
Big Bear City, 92314 
Country Junction 
William Edward Boehner, 1730A 
E St., San Bernardino, 92408 
Kay's Cafe 
Alan Douglas Holub, 501 
N. Orange SL 
Redlands, 92373 
What's Going On 
Peggy Verb, 2671 Secret Dr. 
Running Springs, 92382 
Top Drawer 
Jeanette Marsha Daab 
5569 Sycamore 
Ave., Rialto, 92376 
Work Truck Toys 
Donnie Ray Battenfield. 31710 DunlaJ 
Yucaipa, 92399 
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D LB Interiors 
John Dewey Hewson, 2161 
E. Avion St. 
Ontario, 91761 
Fumi's Translation/Travel 
Fwniyo 0 . Allen, 757 
W. Virginia St. 
San Bernardino, 92405 
Rainbow Yogurt 
Assya Wang, 9469 Central Ave. 
Montclair, 91763 
Hardy's Mountain Realty 
Teddy L. Hardy, 31949 Hilltop Blvd. 
Running Springs, 92382 
Coidwe!! Banker Foothill Realty 
Bunker Hill Enterprises, hlc, 
4385 Phelan Rd., Rhelan, 92371 
Sport Stuff 
MC Incorporated, 100 Redlands Mall, Red-
lands, 92346 
Face Refrigeration - AC Services 
Alfredo S. Gatchalian 
1251 Spruce Ave. 
Bloomington, 92316 
California Chemical Co./Riverside 
David J. Standefer, 141 N. Arrowhead #3, San 
Bernardino, 92410 
Belles Nails and Hair 
Tuyen Le, 1470 E. Highland #E 
San Bernardino, 92404 
Mountain Recovery Home 
For Women 
Jeanne Johnson, 22899 Byron Rd. 
Crestline, 92325 
Dos Amigos Lawn Care 
Tony Carlos Carrillo, 1910 Alta St. 
Redlands, 923 7 4 
Phoenix International Brokers 
Dale Edward Boring, 1403 
Winston Ct. 
Upland, 91786 
EC E ngineering 
Edward Henry Chiappone, 12932 Tenth St., 
Chino, 91710 
Ice Cream Castle 
David M. Ellis, 28200 
Hwy 189 #B-215 
Lake Arrowhead, 92352 
Stephen H. E dwards 
and Associates 
28200 Hwy 189 E-200. Lake 
Arrowhead, 92352 
Mountain R esorts Escrow Co. 
Realty World Mountain Resorts 
292 State Hwy 173 
Lake Arrowhead, 92352 
T J's Captain Zooms 




Betty Louise Stanley 
9594 I Ave. #H 
Hesperia, 92345 
Guzman Tires and Auto Repair 
Feliciano D. Guzman, 56624 29 Palms Way 
Yucca Valley, 92284 
1-40 Texaco 
Jerry Bill Cowger, 916 E. Broadway 
Needles, 92363 
Neurodiagnostlc Testing Spec. 
William H. Kroes, 10777 Civic Center Dr. 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
Aquarium Design Co. 
David A. Mammen, 233 El Morado Ct., Onta-
rio, 91764 
Szatmari Kennels 
Paul Joseph Yuhas 
9267 Archibald Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
The Market Scene 
Ashley S. Peter, 6637 Brissac Pl. 
Alta Lorna, 91701 
Americas Financial Services 
Robert V. Bonsante, 233 1/2 El Morado Ct., 
Ontario, 91764 
Raven's Auto Service 
Theodore Homer Raven, 2133 W. Foothill 
Blvd., Upland, 91786 
Property Assessment Professional 
Dexter McLean, 1453 W. Hollowell St., Onta-
rio, 91762 
RIP Home 
Lawrence A. Praml, Jr., 30993 Palo Alto Dr., 
Redlands, 92373 
Video Castle 
Abdul A. Chowdhury, 281 E. Baseline St. 
San Bernardino, 92410 
Delmar Installations 
Delfino Cuevas, Jr., 11345 
Dogwood Ct. 
Fontana, 92335 
Arrowhead Auto Connection 
Deborah L. Chamberlain, 1289 Calgary 
Lake Arrowhead, 92352 
Domino's National Commissary 
Domino's Pizza Distribution Corp., 
12515 Rockefeller Ave. 
Ontario, 91761 
Castle Mortgage 
Russell P. Trozerg, 12515 
Cypress Ave. 
Victorville, 92392 
Sinclair and Compa ny 
John Patrick Sinclair, 194 Maple Lake Arrow- Lin's Jewelry 
head, 92352 
B & T Enterprises 
Robert M. Wood, 10722 
Arrow Rte. 502 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
Gyee Lin, 338 S. Mountain Ave. 
Upland, 91786 
The Eyes Have It 
Kathleen Yvonne Strout, 14755 Kokomo Rd., 
Apple Valley, 92307 
Sandlian Enterprises 
Karol A. Gokhale, 276 S. Benso Ave. 1#72 
Upland, 91786 
Desert Runner 
Lori K. Allen, 56612 Nelson Ave. 
Yucca Valley, 92284 
Ray Seden 
Reginald W. Seden, Sr., 322 San Clemente 
St., Needles, 92363 
Bill's Printing 
William Harley Kershner, 8650 
Cottonwood, Hesperia, 92345 
JH Interiors 
Lois Pellegrini, 15714 Bear Valley Rd., Vic-
torville, 92392 
Mac's Printing 
William Alton McArthur, 10232 I Avenue #6, 
Hesperia, 92345 
Elm Construction 
Eric Lynda Mestas, 867 Glentana St. R3, Co-
vina, 91722 
The Brenshaw Group 
Terry R. Lynch, 3431 N. Genevieve St., San 
Bernardino, 92405 
High Desert Electric 
Joe D. Sumpter, 10555 Kiavan Rd. 
Apple Valley, 92308 
J & B Transportation 
Joanne Cook, 12420 Buttercup Way 
Etiwanda, 91739 
ideo Tyme 
Betty Louise Stanley 
9594 I Ave. #H 
Hesperia, 92345 
Voss Graphics 
Glen Swanson, 10232 I Ave. #2 
Hesperia, 92345 
EZ Kleen 
Kenneth Edwin Nettlebeck, 10575 
Smith Rd. 181, Phelan, 92371 
Finicky Farmer 
Gregory F. Griffo, 9482 Hesperia Rd., Hespe-
ria, 92345 
Coldwell Cabinet Builders 
Marial Davaughn McCullough. 275 
Pershing. San Bernardino, 92415 
2-D Video 
Dominic Joseph, 1342 Candleberry Rd., Col-
ton, 92324 
Hitt Kitchen and Bath 
Hitt Plumbing Co., Inc. 
13608 Hitt Rd., Apple Valley, 92307 
Joe's Auto Wholesale 
Joseph Dorgan, 16484 D St. 
Victorville, 92392 
Mail Boxes Etc. 
Emil A. Ostermann, 17080 
Bear Vly. D-3 
Victorville, 92392 
New Vise 
Art J. Crone, 6451 Palmdale, Rt 162 
Phelan, 92371 
Smile Brite 
James Willis, 18145 Hwy 18 Ste. C 
Apple Valley, 92307 
So. California Utah Nevada Elec/Gen Cont. 
Rich Divic, 2000 Wildhorse Ln .• 
Big Bear City, 92314 
Speciale's Truck Repair 
Debra Speciale, 10726 Ninth St. 
Hesperia. 92345 
Tangles Artistic Centre For Hair 
Wendell J. Tront, 12408 
Hesperia Ste. 8 
Victorville, 92392 
Victor Valley Catering 
John W. Goen, 9580 Hesperia Rd. 
Hesperia, 92345 
The Silk Screen 
Don E. Kurtz. 16501 Walnut #2 
Hesperia, 92345 
VIP Automotive And Towing 
William N. Martin, 18770 
Stevens Rd.,Adelanto, 92301 
The Wholesale Connection 
Jeffrey J. Franco, 8263 Peach 
Hesperia, 92345 
Your Court Connection 
Steven R. Beck, 17993 Hwy 18 
Ste. 102, Apple Valley, 92307 
Concrete Concepts 
Mark Hureddine, 205 E. 4th St. 
Ontario, 91764 
Co-op Marketing Services 
Richard Roberts, 17415 
Catalapa # 11 
Hesperia, 92345 
JW Baseball Cards 
James M. Wolford, 16981-B 
Foothill Blvd. 4 Your Nails Ill 
Thuy Van Thi Ngo, 14524 Seventh St., Victor- Fontana, 92335 
ville, 92392 
Apple Valley Dalry 
Jon Tasker, 19290 Hwy 18 
Apple Valley, 92307 
Crest Sheet Metal Co. 
Michael Allen Gray, 17831 Autry Ct., Chino 
Hills, 91709 
Calta 
James S. Heninger, 5995 Breckinridge, Chino, 
91710 
GCL Construction 
Gary Charles La May, 10583 Victor Ave., Hes-
Sherlock Homes 
James Columbus Bebber, Jr., 16137 
Greentree 10, Victorville, 92392 
Don's Electronics 
Donald Gene Massey 
9559 Central Ave. 
Montclair, 91763 
Mega-Pro 
Joseph F. Wells, 9015 Central Ave. #C, Mont- peria, 92345 
Call On Me Communications 
Steve Villalobos, 1640 W. Walnut, San Ber-
nardino, 92410 
Braxton P rivate Security . 
Christopher Michael Gagne, 7201 Archibald 4-
321, Rancho Cucamonga, 91701 
clair , 91763 
Color Nouveau 
Ernest R. Garden, 
56460 Golden Bee Dr. 
Yucca Valley, 92284 
The Great American Home 
Company 
Donald Kelly Lucas, Jr., 14757 
Palmdale Rd., Victorville, 92392 
High Desert Properties 
Joe F. Dzajkich, 945 Westridge Ct. 
Upland, 91786 
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HealthLink. 
The Business Link To Healthier Employees 
And Lower Costs. 
HealthLink i a full- ervice, 24-hour, even-
days-a-week health care supplier created pecif-
ically to meet the need of bu iness. 
We're a free-standing clinic within a ho pita! 
with our own licen ed medical u1t.. .. 
con iderable resource of a high' ~~ · · 1;~cted 
hospital are available to u at all tir res 
"e . 
Every HealthLink program or service i~ __ 
de igned to help businesses save money and 
improve employee health . 
H eathLink can : 
• Reduce your health care costs and insurance 
premiums. 
•Improve worker productivity. . 
• Return worker to their jobs more qutckly 
after work-related injuries. 
• Red uce the number of problem worker cases. 
• Cut ab enteeism. 
Health Link meets your emergency and gene~al 
industrial medicine needs requiring immed.t-
ate attention . But we also offer many rehabtl-
itation and health promotion progra~ a 
well a easy-to-implement cost contamment 
measures. 
Occupational Medicine. . . 
Our Occupational Medicin~ s.ervtce mclude : 
• Full range of medical specta!t ts on staf~. . 
• Occupational health pre-placement te ttng tn 
full compliance with CAL/OSHA and FED/ 
OSHA regulations. . 
• Annual management/executive health mam-
tenance programs: . . 
• Back injury rehabdttano~ . . d medical 
• Ba eline screening, monttonng an 
urveillance . 
• D.O.T. driving examinations. 
• Drug and alcol).cl' creening. . 
• Hearing, v.-0,;~n and pulmonary funcnon 
a SP. 5ients. 
•H.igh 00~ pressur.e, diabetes and 
tuber losts creenmg. 
• Phy ita\ therapy. 
• ain rnana&ement. 
• \Nork ~arden\ng . 
~ t<tturn to work learances. 
tsabi \ty valuation. 
'try inspectiOns. 
Health ~nd Wellnek.frograms. 
Prevention ts 1 ~s costly than ~tment. 
That's why we p ovide a full-range uf pro-
grams to promote ~ood health among_Your 
employee . --
• Comprehen ive physical exams and health 
history evaluation. . . 
• Con ultations with medical peCLaltsts. 
• Computerized individual nutrition evalua-
tion and program . . 
• Educational bu iness breakfa ts for bu me s 
managers. 
• Health risk appraisals. 
• Phy ical capacity testing. 
• Stre s management. 
• Eating di orders. 
• Smoking cessation. 
• Substance abuse abatement. 
• Weight management. 
• CPR! fir t aid classes. 
• Back care management. 
• Women's health issues. 
• Cholesterol control. 
• High blood pressure control. 
• Oiabete screening. 
• Mammography testing. 
Cost containment. 
HealthLink can save you money with a compre-
hensive program of cost containment services. 
• HealthLink di counts of 20% on inpatient, 
outpatient and physician care, a well as 
many other health service . 
• Physician Preferred Provider Organization 
affiliation . 
• Employee assi ranee programs to help 
workers with financial, legal or emotional 
problem through timely intervention, 
counseling and referral. 
H ealthLink. A H ealthy Decision. 
To find out how you can improve your em-
ployees' health and lower your healthcare 
related co ts, call HealthLink today for more 
information. (714) 988-3895 
~ Doctors' Hospital of Montclair 
5000 San Bernardino Street 
Montclair, California 91763 
(714) 625-5411 
~ Ontario Community Hospital wJ 550 North Monterey Avenue 
Ontario, California 91764 
(714) 984-2201 
Introducing the telecommunications 
111anagement report so advanced 
it deserves the world's most 
advanced demonstration . 
. 
Call, fax or send for your free demonstration disk. 
If you're tired of sifting throu~~;ndless phone bills from all your 
locations, you need MCI Por:tfolio. . . 
Our free demonstration dtsk shows why Portfolio ts the most compre-
hensive telecommunications management report available today. 
Portfolio integrates the information you .need fr?m a wide. range of 
MCI® services and from all your locations mto a smgle, conetse report. It 
lets you develop a completely individualized reporting format that mirrors 
your company's structure. Now you can tailor your report to meet corpo-
rate divisional and branch office needs. ~e why better telecommunications reporting Ml Cl® 
means better cost control for your whole company. 
Call t-800-765-0088, fax 1-800-753-0088 
Let us show you; 
ro YeslPl~e ;;nd m~y fre;MCI Portfolio- - I 
1 demonstration disk. 1 
I Name ______________ I 
I (Please Print) I 
I Addres 1 
I City State___ Zip'-- I 
I Business Phone Number I 
I Average monthly phone bill I 
I Mail to: MCI PORTFOLIO DISK, 230 Schilling Plaza South I 
L _ _2rd~oo~Hunt~le~Ma2a~2~1- __ _J 
© MO Communiations Corporation, 1990. 
